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ABSTRACT

Purpose
The primary purpose of this study was to obtain data
about dropouts in Louisiana Vocational-Technical Schools
that could be useful in efforts to overcome this problem.
Specific objectives were:
istics of dropouts,
out,

(1) to determine some character

(2 ) to pin-point major causes of drop

(3) to discover factors that may encourage longer

tenure in school,

(4) to learn the occupational status of

dropouts, and (5) to make recommendations which might be
helpful in diminishing the problem.

Procedure
The descriptive method using the survey technique
was the research procedure followed.

Data were obtained

primarily from three sources— school records, school direc
tors and dropouts.

Questionnaires were completed by drop

outs and by school directors.

Additional information was

secured through interviews with vocational education leaders
at the state level, vocational-technical school directors,
personnel, students and dropouts.

Visits were made to many

schools to get a good view of their total operation.

Findings
Dropouts included males and females, married and
single pupils, students of all ages enrolled, and students
from all courses taught.

A majority of respondents quit

school during the first six months of training.
Data from this study show a direct relationship
between the dropout problem and the following eight factors
1.

Insufficient funding resulting in inadequate
facilities and equipment, and shortage of person
nel.

2.

Low economic status of many parents.

3.

The desire for employment by many students.

4.

Lack of self-discipline by many students reflected
in excessive absences, lack of motivation, unsat
isfactory progress, and disciplinary problems.

5.

Marriage or marital plans.

6 . Illness or physical disability of students or

immediate family members.
7.

8.

Lack of encouragement, personal interest, and
individual assistance by some instructors.
Lack of vocational training and guidance in secon
dary school to assist students in making wise
training or career choices in vocational-techni
cal school.
No relationship was found between the dropout prob

lem and the following factors;
1.

The attitudes of parents regarding education.
xi

2.

The educational level of parents.

3.

Prior educational level of dropouts.

4.

Learning ability of dropouts.
Factors that would have encouraged students to re

main in school longer included the following:
1.

More part-time jobs for students.

2.

More financial aid such as loans, scholarships,
assistantships and grants.

3.

Better facilities, equipment and teaching aids.

4.

More guidance, encouragement and assistance by
school personnel.

5.

Extra curricula activities.
Of the 180 respondents, 10.54 per cent were unemploy

ed.
jobs.

Those employed were working in 62 different kinds of
Many of these were low paying jobs.

More respondents

were doing secretarial work than any other type .
Only 50 per cent of the dropouts indicated satisfaction
with present job.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Students continue to drop out of school without
sufficient education or skills for job entry.

Dropping

out of school is not new, but it is only in recent years
that it has become a serious problem.

Jobs in today's

highly technical industrial society require well educated
and trained employees.

A high school diploma is regarded

as the minimum "certificate of employability" along with
a knowledge of necessary skills for job entry.

Yet,

students enrolled in our secondary schools and vocationaltechnical schools continue to drop out at an alarming
rate.

Why?
Years ago there was a place for dropouts.

They

could stay on the farm, or find employment in industry
where the untrained, the unskilled, were welcome.

Now it

is a fact of modern-day society that these sources of employ
ment are drying up, leaving the unschooled and unskilled
with little or no opportunity to find jobs.
having a tremendous effect on employment.

Automation is
It is continually
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eliminating old jobs and creating new ones, with the new
ones requiring more education and training.

Unskilled

dropouts have no place in this technological society and
end up as a "human scrap heap."
What is happening to the youths who leave school
each year unprepared to make a livelihood?

These dropouts

are creating a problem which is growing increasingly alarm
ing as America looks towards its future.

Many of them

are filled with disappointment, frustration, resent
ment and hostility resulting in defiant and rebellious
attitudes and actions, which in turn, has resulted in
increased crime.

They are looked upon by many as being a

blight on our society.

Yet, as ironic as it may seem, it

is our society that has spawned this tragic evil.

The

dropout problem is the keystone of a conglomeration of
problems which threatens to overwhelm the stability of
American existence.
It is the particular conformity, the necessary
style of our incessantly modern life, that has made an
individual's dropping out of school today a momentous
tragic social event.

Dropping out indicates a person's

unwillingness or incapacity to absorb society's more
refined tools and knowledge.

I

Whether he has failed or

3

left school voluntarily, he has only gone so far; and he
can only go so far in life— the larger and richer spheres
of social and personal experience immediately begin closing
to him.

Whether he has specifically chosen and decided

so or not, he is relegated to a lower notch, a lower status
— his working life will be passed in low-level jobs paying
low wages and susceptible to layoffs.

In almost every case,

he is forced to be content— or discontent— with relatively
little, and surely with less than was possible.

(1 1 :1 0 )

The dropout problem concerns all Americans.

It

has become so alarming that millions of dollars are being
spent by national, state and local agencies to find ways
of curbing it.

In his State of the Union message delivered

to Congress on January 14, 1963, President John F. Kennedy,
commented on the seriousness of the dropout problem as
follows:
The future of any country which is dependent on the
will and wisdom of its citizens is damaged, and irrepar
ably damaged, whenever any of its children is not edu
cated to the fullest extent of his capacity, from grade
school through graduate school.
Today an estimated four
out of every ten students in the fifth grade will not
even finish high school— and this is a waste of time we
cannot afford.
It has been calculated that during the present
decade 7.5 million youngsters will leave school before
graduation.
Lacking in marketable skills, they will be
throwing themselves into a world wherein the unskilled
will make no more than 5 percent of the total work force
in the United States.

To the kid himself— the dropout— the price is high,
though payment is usually deferred.
He pays in the
future— in limited job opportunities, lower earnings,
lack of security— often for the rest of his life.
For
parents and teachers, the cost may be less, but pay
ment is made now; payment exacted in frustration and
worry; disappointment and anxiety— the pain of work
not finished, a task undone.
And the neighbors, local
businessmen, the community? Theirs is the greatest
expense, their payments a burden for years to come,
for school dropouts don't build a community.
Dropouts
fill few good jobs, bring in small incomes, buy little
Untrained, not needed, school dropouts can't contri
bute the qualities that build good citizens and good
neighborhoods.
The cost is high:
can you pay the
price? (96:26)
In 1964, President Lyndon B. Johnson pointed out
the critical nature of the dropout problem when he stated
that 60 percent of the tenth grade students from poverty
neighborhoods in our largest cities drop out before finish
ing high school.

For the nation as a whole, one student

in three drops out before finishing high school— a total
of almost one million every year.

(11:3)

In Louisiana

during the 1968-69 school year there were 17,195 dropouts
from our secondary schools.

Latest estimates place the

percentage of dropouts from Louisiana high schools at 22.
(96:1,31)

Vocational-Technical school officials estimate

that one third of their students leave school before learn
ing sufficient skills for job entry.
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Why do so many students dropout?

This question

was posed to Dr. C. L. Mondart, Director of the School of
Vocational Education at Louisiana State University; and a
respected educational leader with over 45 years experience
in different educational positions in Louisiana.

His

reply reflects the seriousness of this problem:
The school dropout can usually be identified long
before the actual dropout occurs.
At some time before
this action he develops symptoms which may describe
him as a prone dropout.
He has problems which are
peculiar to him as an individual.
The dropout occurs
when the individual comes to the conclusion his envir
onment must be changed.
More often whatever his prob
lems are, he is unable to solve them in a school
environment, either because the school is unable to
recognize such problems or it is without the capability
of providing solutions.
These problems vary with the
individual. No definite pattern of the causes for
dropouts has been established but a part of the pattern
includes such problems as an unsatisfactory home climate,
dissatisfaction with the school and its program or its
teachers, the desire for adventure, or the need for
money which must be earned outside the school environ
ment.
In a growing number of instances the dropout
experiences emotional problems and is in need of treat
ment which neither the school nor the home can provide.
Generally educators, as well as the lay public, are
inclined to emphasize problems the dropout experiences
after leaving school.
Actually his problems do not
change when he leaves the school environment.
He has
the same problems and the act of leaving school does
not change the nature of his problems.
It is to the advantage of both the individual drop
out and society for the school and home to identify
the prone dropout and identify his problems before
dropout time.
Then it is often possible for school
and home influences to merge on his problems and effect
solutions to the extent that he may continue to mature
in a school and home environment.
Today's society de
mands of youth the ability to solve its problems in a
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manner satisfactory to society. All school youth have
problems, just as all adults have problems, but youth
should learn in school the process of problem solving
and therefore decision making.
Any school that is un
able to lead its students in problem solving is not
functioning in the lives of youth.
A major purpose of
the school is to mature students and student maturity
is aided by problem solving; that is, the making of
choices and decisions.
Finally, it may be said that students who drop out
of school have problems they feel can be solved by
changing their environment.
It might even be said that
the school has failed them or in many instances the home
is the cause of failure.
Unhappily, their problems do
not disappear in a new environment.
They have not de
veloped the ability or the habit of problem solving and
are equally handicapped in a new environment.
Collec
tively, the school dropout is a problem not only to the
school but to the family and society.
Unhappily, no one
has a fixed solution to the problem.
Any approach to
the solution, however, must take into account the early
identification of the prone dropout, along with particu
lar set of circumstances which make him a potential
dropout.
Whatever problems he has at the time must be
solved, at least to his satisfaction, if he is to grow
in a school atmosphere.
It is the acknowledged duty of a democracy to educate
its citizens to their fullest potential.

This includes the

responsibility and obligation of society to provide the
necessary financing to make this education possible.

The

fact that America has such a dropout problem is a black mark
against the vaunted slogan of "Equal opportunity for all."
While pride can be taken in what schools are doing for many
students, society must, nevertheless, view with alarm what
schools are not doing for many other students.

Political
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and educational leaders need to give careful consideration
to the dropout problem and ways to bring about change
within school systems to increase the "holding power" of
these schools.

Community leaders must become more concerned

with the dropout problem and how it affects the economic
well-being of the community.

Parents and dropouts must be

made aware of the heartbreaking struggle that awaits untrain
ed young people in attempting to compete in today's labor
m arket.
Basically, the problem the dropout poses is an
educational one— to help students achieve meaningful
success in their environment and to become intelligent,
productive and participating citizens.

(24:42-47)

A

necessary first step in attacking the dropout problem is
to identify causes of student dropout which could be useful
in working towards solution of the problem.

Statement of Problem
Many students enrolled in Louisiana VocationalTechnical schools drop out before completing sufficient
training to qualify for employment in the trade or area
of training pursued.

This includes students who have previ

ously dropped out of secondary school, as well as high
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school graduates, and students who have attended college,
business or other schools.

These students enroll in

vocational-technical school for the specific purpose of
learning a trade, or sufficient skills within a trade, to
enhance their opportunity on the labor market.

For many

students, this is the last opportunity for formal training.
In today's technological world, failure to learn
a trade relegates young people to unemployment or to low
paying jobs where little or no skills are required.

Yet,

many vocational-technical school students continue to drop
out.

This study was undertaken to determine the most

common causes of dropout along with other information which
could be helpful in minimizing the problem.

Purpose of the Study
The primary purpose of this study was to discover
the major causes of student dropout in vocational-technical
schools, and to analyze and interpret these data so that they
may be used in determining ways and means of decreasing the
magnitude of this problem.
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Definition of the Problem
Specifically, the study dealt with the following
questions:
1.

2.

Who are the dropouts from Vocational-Technical
schools?
A.

What is the age level of these dropouts?

B.

What is the distribution according to sex?

C.

What is the marital status of dropouts?

D.

What is the learning ability of these former
students?

E.

What is the secondary school attainment of
members of this group?

F.

What is the length of attendance in vocationaltechnical school before dropping out?

G.

What is the quality of attendance while in
school?

H.

What courses are pursued by dropouts?

Why do students drop out of Vocational-Technical
schools?
A.

What are the reasons given by dropouts?

B.

What are the reasons given by vocationaltechnical school directors?

C.

What are the reasons for dropout recorded in
school records?

D.

What persons influence students in dropping out
of school?

E.

Is there a relationship between educational
levels of parents and dropout?
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F.

Is there a relationship between the economic
status of parents and the dropout problem?

3.

What are the factors that may encourage longer
tenure in vocational-technical school?

4.

What is the occupational status of students who
drop out of vocational-technical school?

5.

A.

What are the present occupations of dropouts?

B.

What are the factors considered in choosing
present jobs?

C.

Are dropouts satisfied in present jobs?

D.

What is the relevancy of training to present
occupation?

What recommendations can be made from this study
towards reducing the dropout problem in
Vocational-Technical schools?

Delimitation of the Study
This study was limited to a sampling of former
full-time students in preparatory programs who dropped out
of nine selected vocational-technical schools during the
1969-70 school year.

The schools selected represent all

geographical sections of Louisiana and included:
1.

Ouachita Valley Technical Institute, West Monroe.

2.

Shreveport-Bossier Vocational-Technical Center,
Shreveport.

3.

Alexandria Trade School, Alexandria.

4.

Baton Rouge Vocational-Technical School, Baton Rouge.
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5.

Sullivan Vocational-Technical Institute, Bogalusa.

6.

Jefferson Parish Vocational-Technical School,
Metairie.

7.

T. H. Harris Vocational-Technical School, Opelousas.

8.

Southwest Louisiana Vocational-Technical School,
Crowley.

9.

Sowela Technical Institute, Lake Charles.

Procedure and Source of Data
The descriptive method using the questionnaire
technique was the research procedure used in this study.
Data were obtained primarily from three sources:

(1)

directors of the vocational-technical schools participating
in this study,

(2) school records, and (3) student dropouts.

Questionnaires were completed by school directors and by
dropouts selected at random from the various courses offered
at each school.

The names of fifty students who dropped

out during the 1969-70 school year were selected from each
of the nine schools used in this study.

Additional informa

tion regarding these dropouts was secured from school records.
All of these dropouts were sent questionnaires.

Data were

processed from the first twenty questionnaires returned
properly completed from dropouts of each of the nine schools.
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Additionally, information for this study was secured
through interviews with the Director of Trade and Industrial
Education, and other leaders in the Vocational Education
Section of the Louisiana State Department of Education,
teacher trainers in the School of Vocational Education at
Louisiana State University, directors of the nine schools
included in this study, as well as most assistant directors,
guidance counselors, and many instructors, students and
dropouts from these schools.

Visits were made to all the

schools participating in this study, along with several
other vocational-technical schools, to get a first-hand
look at their facilities, personnel and operation.
During the summer of 1971, a pilot study was made
of the Southwest Louisiana Vocational-Technical School to
enable the researcher to check his data gathering instru
ments for validity and reliability.

As a result of this

pilot study, changes were made that clarified and simpli
fied the two questionnaires used in the statewide study.

Treatment of Data
Information from the completed questionnaires used
in the study were coded and recorded on tabulation sheets
for processing.

The statistical calculations used in this
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study consisted of percentages and frequency distributions.
Processed data were organized into tabular form for
presentation and interpretation.

The Chi-Square test of

significance was also used.

Definition of Terms
Vocational-Technical Schools— as used in Louisiana,
the term refers to the thirty-two area trade schools or
area vocational-technical schools operated by the Louisiana
State Board of Education.
A Trade— an occupation requiring manual or mechani
cal skills.
Preparatory Program--Full-tlme courses which teach
students the skills needed for job entry in a trade or area
of specialization.
Trade Extension Program— Part-time evening classes
conducted for employed men and women who desire to upgrade
themselves in their present occupation.
Dropout— A student who leaves vocational-technical
school prior to making sufficient progress in a curriculum
to enable him to get a job in his trade or field of study
upon leaving school.

Students who die, change courses or

change schools were not considered dropouts in this study.
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Placement— Students who graduate or make sufficient
progress in their training and are able to find employment in
their trade upon leaving vocational-technical school.

CHAPTER II

LOUISIANA VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL SCHOOLS

Introduction
In Louisiana a major portion of vocationaltechnical training at the post-secondary level is the
responsibility of 32 vocational-technical schools operated
by the State Board of Education.

*
These schools were created

as a part of the total Louisiana Public Education Program
to serve the training needs of Louisiana citizens in trades,
industries, office and health occupations.

Each year

approximately 35,000 students receive training in 55 differ
ent training areas or courses.

Since its start in 1931,

the area vocational-technical school system has successfully
trained several hundred thousand students who have gone on
to become successful workers and citizens.
Each of the 32 vocational-technical schools serves
the particular needs of an area of the state, usually two
or more parishes

(counties).

Schools have been established

in all geographical areas of the state to be easily
accessible to all Louisiana citizens desiring to attend.
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The location of these schools is shown in Figure 1.

Importance
Louisiana has long recognized that vocationaltechnical training is a necessary step beyond high school
education in preparing many young people to enter the labor
force.

According to a report by the Louisiana Coordinating

Council for Higher Education, this attitude is supported
by the information that fewer than 15 per cent of beginning
first grade pupils complete college in Louisiana.

Hence,

the need exists for an extensive system of modern, up-todate vocational-technical schools to prepare students for
immediate employment in a variety of jobs in the trades,
business occupations, some technologies and allied health
fields.

Such schools are both an educational and an

economic asset to the people of the state.
But Louisiana has not kept pace with the vocationaltechnical training needs of its citizens.

This is verified

by the fact that every vocational-technical school has a
waiting list of students desiring training.

In many schools

the waiting list is larger than the enrollment.

On May 1,

1971, there were 7,147 full-time students enrolled in the
32 vocational-technical schools and the total number on
their waiting lists was 5,739.

This means that only 55
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Louisiana Vocational-Technical Schools
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Alexandria Trade School, Alexandria.
Baton Rouge Vocational-Technical School, Baton Rouge.
Bienville Trades School, Minden.
Capital
Area Vocational School, Baton Rouge.
Central
Area Trade School, Natchitoches.
Concordia Parish Trade School, Ferriday.
Delta Area Vocational School, Monroe.
Evangeline Area Tri- Parish Vocational-Technical School,
St. Martinville.
Florida Parishes Vocational School, Greensburg.
Gulf Area Vocational-Technical School, Abbeville.
Hammond Area Vocational-Technical School, Hammond.
Huey P.
Long Memorial Trade School, Winnfield.
Jefferson Davis Vocational-Technical School, Jennings.
Jefferson Parish Vocational-Technical School, Metairie.
Memorial Area Vocational School, New Roads.
Natchitoches Trade School, Natchitoches.
North Central Area Vocational-Technical School,
Farmerville.
Northeast Louisiana Vocational School, Winnsboro.
Northwest Louisiana Vocational-Technical School, Minden.
Opelousas Area Vocational School, Opelousas.
Orleans Area Vocational-Technical School, New Orleans.
Ouachita Valley Technical Institute, West Monroe.
Sabine Valley Vocational-Technical School, Many.
Shreveport-Bossier Vocational-Technical Center, Shreve
port.
South Louisiana Trade School, Houma.
Southwest Louisiana Vocational-Technical School, Crowley.
Sowela Technical Institute, Lake Charles.
Sullivan Vocational-Technical Institute, Bogalusa.
T. H. Harris Vocational-Technical School, Opelousas.
Teche Area Vocational-Technical School,.New Iberia.
Westside Vocational-Technical School, Plaquemine.
Young Memorial Vocational-Technical School, Morgan City.
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per cent of students desiring training at these schools
were being accommodated.

(89:3-5)

It is encouraging to note that in recent years
political and educational leaders have been seeking ways
to expand this type of training.

The Council for a Better

Louisiana states in its new "Agenda for Louisiana
for the Seventies" booklet that:

"A high priority require

ment in education is the establishment of a comprehensive
program in vocational-technical education."

(9 8:2)

Philosophy
The philosophy and goals for Louisiana's vocationaltechnical schools are summarized in two paragraphs of the
self-evaluation report prepared by the T. H. Harris
Vocational-Technical School staff in its efforts to win
accreditation by the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools in 1970:
The fundamental philosophy and purpose of the T. H.
Harris Vocational-Technical School is to provide the
individual student with skills and knowledge necessary
to permit him to enter the work force as a productive
worker, in such a manner that his education and train
ing will satisfy the manpower needs of our expanding
production economy.
The school subscribes to and endorses the concept
that every person should have the educational op
portunity to attain and testify to his own personal
worth and dignity through the discovery and develop
ment of his natural talents and capabilities.
We
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recognize that each individual has different
capabilities, is motivated by different stimuli, and
learns at different rates.
It is our desire to help
them discover their present and future potential as
productive citizens in our society and economy. . . .
The school seeks to lead its students to attitudes,
understandings and skills essential to their assump
tion of civic and community responsibilities. (97:1)

History
Louisiana was a pioneer in the South in the estab
lishment of vocational-technical schools.

The first of

the present vocational-technical schools was the Sullivan
Memorial Trade School

(now Sullivan Vocational-Technical

Institute) built in 1930 in Bogalusa with funds contri
buted by school children and citizens in tribute to the
city's first mayor.

The school was operated by the

Bogalusa City School System as a part of that system.

In

1934, the trade school property was deeded to the State
Board of Education, and the Louisiana Legislature appropri
ated money for the school's support.

That was the beginning

of Louisiana's system of state-maintained vocationaltechnical schools.
The 1936 Legislature provided for the transfer of
property from the Caddo Parish School Board and established
the Shreveport Trades School which is now known as the
Shreveport-Bossier Vocational-Technical Center.

In 1938,
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the Legislature created four more vocational-technical
schools:

Huey P. Long Memorial Trade School, Winnfield;

T. H. Harris Trades School

(now T. H. Harris Vocational-

Technical School) Opelousas; Southwest Louisiana Trades
School

(now Southwest Louisiana Vocational-Technical School),

Crowley; and Southwest Louisiana Trades School of Lake
Charles

(now Sowela Vocational-Technical School).

The

Natchitoches Trade School was established in 1940, and
the Avoyelles Parish Trade School in Cottonport
Alexandria Trade School in Alexandria)

(now the

in 1942.

Under a 19 44 state legislative act, the state took
over existing defense training schools at West Monroe and
Baton Rouge and established the Ouachita Valley Technical
Institute and the Baton Rouge Vocational-Technical School.
In 19 48, the South Louisiana Trade School in Houma, the
Jefferson Davis Parish Vocational-Technical School in
Jennings, and the Jefferson Parish Vocational-Technical
School in Gretna (now in Metairie) were established.
In 1950, the Louisiana Legislature authorized the
establishment of eleven additional vocational-technical
schools.

These were:
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1.

The Bienville Trade School, Ringgold.

2.

Capitol Area Vocational School, Baton Rouge.

3.

Concordia Parish Trade School, Ferriday.

4.

Franklin Parish Trade School, (now Northeast
Louisiana Vocational School), Winnsboro.

5.

Iberia Trade School, (now Teche Area VocationalTechnical School), New Iberia.

6.

Memorial Area Vocational School, New Roads.

7.

Minden Trade School, (now Northwest Louisiana
Vocational School), Minden.

8.

Sabine Trade School, (now Sabine Valley VocationalTechnical School), Many.

9.

St. Helena Parish Trades School, (now Florida
Parishes Vocational School), Greensburg.

10.

Union Parish Trades School, (now North Central
Area Vocational School), Farmerville.

11.

Vermilion Parish Trades School, (now Gulf Area
Vocational Technical School), Abbeville. (22:8-9)
In 1954, two more vocational-technical schools were

authorized by the Louisiana Legislature:

Central Area Trade

School, Natchitoches, and what is now the Orleans Area
Vocational-Technical School in New Orleans.

In 1956, the

Delta Area Vocational School, Monroe, and the Westside
Vocational-Technical School, Plaquemine, were established.
This was followed by establishment of the Hammond Area
Vocational School, Hammond, and the Opelousas Area
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Vocational School, Opelousas, in 1962.

The last two schools

to be added to the system were the Young Memorial VocationalTechnical School, Morgan City, in 1963, and the Evangeline
Area Tri-Parish Vocational-Technical School, St.
Martinville, in 1964.

Administration
The Louisiana State Board of Education serves also
as the State Board of Vocational Education in governing
the 32 area vocational-technical schools.

The State

Superintendent administers these schools through his
assistant in charge of the Vocational Education Division
of the State Department of Education, who in turn, dele
gates administrative authority to the State Director of
Trade and Industrial Education Section.
Each area vocational-technical school has a direc
tor in charge.

The larger schools have one or more

assistant directors and a guidance counselor.

Acquiring

a faculty is the responsibility of the director.

Faculty

members must have at least six years work experience in the
area in which they will teach.

Fifteen hours of college-

level vocational education courses are required after
employment.
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Only 14 of the larger schools have vocational
guidance counselors due to lack of funds.

This is

unfortunate since directors consider vocational guidance
and counselling a vital part of their total program.
Placement services and student follow-up are also limited,
directors say, due to insufficient counselling staffs and
personnel to handle student services.
The admissions standard of the vocational-technical
schools is "open door."

The schools report applying this

policy on a "first come, first served" basis.
have waiting lists varying by courses.

Most schools

The only require

ment at the vocational level is the ability and willingness
to learn and progress, and a minimum age of 16 years.
Larger schools, and all offering technical courses, give
standardized tests to determine minimum ability to learn,
and alternate courses are sometimes suggested.
require a high school diploma or equivalent.

Some courses

(98:6)

Curriculum
Training in the vocational-technical schools may be
divided into two major divisions:

(1) Pre-employment

training which is the preparatory training needed to enter
successfully and pursue an occupation, and (2) Extension
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training which is that training specifically designed to
help employed persons meet the changing emphasis in their
occupation.
Louisiana's 32 vocational-technical schools,
together, offer 55 different courses of study.

The most

popular program (Fall, 1970) is Office Occupations which
is offered in all but one school.

Welding, a universal

trade, is next in popularity followed closely by Auto
Mechanics.

These are taught in all but four schools.

Practical nursing is also a popular course offered in 19
schools.
Courses offered in 10 or more schools include:
Drafting Technology, Electronic Technology, Air-Conditioning-Refrigeration-Mechanical-Appliance Repair, and Machinist.
Courses taught in fewer than 10 schools but more
than one include:

Electronic Communications, Auto Body

Repair, Carpentry, Cosmetology, Diesel Mechanics,
Electricity, Farm Mechanics, Homemaker Aide, Industrial
Engines, Plumbing, Sewing Machine Operator, Sheet Metal
Worker, Television Service Repair, Furniture Upholsterer,
Supervisory Training, Prevocational.
The following 26 courses are offered at only one
school:

Aircraft Mechanics, Civil Engineering Technology,
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Non-Destructive Testing, Television Studio Technician,
Barbering, Hospital Maintenance and Safety, Food Service
Management, Meat Cutting, Office Machine Repair, Small
Engine Repair, Watchmaking, Architectural and Mechanical
Drawing, Computer Programmer, Operating Room Technician,
Intensive Care of Coronary Patients, Special Needs, Driver
Education, Brick Masonry, Cement Masonry, Boilermaker,
Distributive Education, Related Studies for the Paper
Industry, Transportation for Physical Distribution, Iron
worker, Cashier Checker, Interior Decorator and Insurance
Fundamentals.

(98:10)

A list of courses offered at each of the 32 voca
tional-technical schools as of December 1, 19 70, is shown
in Figure 2 which was compiled by the Trade and Industrial
Education Section, Vocational Education Division of Louisiana
State Department of Education.

This information is neither

complete nor current since courses are constantly added or
dropped to fill the needs of students and industry.
Curriculum design is the responsibility of each
school director.

He uses the assistance of his staff and

the advice of his advisory committee composed of business
and industrial leaders in writing new course content or in
deciding on changes to be made in existing courses.

The

Figure 2:
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advisory committee also advises the director regarding new
courses needed.

Student interest and request, or lack of

request, for course offerings is also considered by the
director in proposing new courses or deleting old ones.
Student knowledge of job opportunities, along with those
of local leaders, is considered a sound guide in deter
mining needs of the school.
The Vocational Education Division of the State
Department of Education maintains a Vocational Curriculum
Development and Research Center at Natchitoches whose
primary function is to print and maintain quantities of
existing curricula material sufficient to supply the 32
area schools with adequate copies.

This material includes

related study assignments, job problems and complete
school booklets.
The center does not develop special curricula for
individual schools, but does arrange to assemble groups of
instructors to confer and develop a curriculum.

The center

will, upon a request from schools, assign a team to survey
other states, acquire information, and devise a curriculum
for Louisiana's schools.

This is done in conference with a

committee of industrial and business leaders.

There is no

formal curricula research to determine needs in the state,
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nor curriculum specialists to help schools update their
course content.

(98:6-7)

Larger schools report a need for a curriculum
specialist within the school.

Such a specialist would do

course outlining, develop equipment lists to match training
needs, consult with business and industry to update each
curriculum and keep the school's curricula abreast of today's
fast-changing needs.
requests in this area.

Some schools have had repeated budget
(98:11)

Some directors see the need

for curriculum specialists within one or more related fields
to assist instructors in these fields from several, or all,
schools in updating their curricula.

Many directors see

the need for a youth organization with contests between
students from different schools as a way of creating more
student interest in the curriculum.

Students
Directors report that more boys than girls attend
vocational-technical school.

This is due to the fact that

more courses are offered which are of interest to boys.

A

majority of the full-time students are young people in
their late teens and early twenties.

On the other hand, a

majority of the extension class students are older.

Re

garding the educational background of students, records from

the Vocational Education Division for the fall of 1970,
show that of the 6,404 full-time students reported, 1,571
students, representing approximately 24.5 per cent, were
not high school graduates; 4,211 or about 65.8 per cent were
high school graduates; and 622 or 9.7 per cent had some
college training in addition to their high school diploma.
(98:7-8)
The total enrollment for both full-time and exten
sion classes for all 32 schools was approximately 35,000
for 19 70.

There is a wide variation among the schools

in size of student bodies, as well as in numbers, and
types of programs offered.

A few of the schools in small

communities have 100 or less full-time students while the
larger schools have above 600 full-time students.
number of extension

(evening or part-time)

The

students at

each school usually outnumber full-time students.

For

example, Alva C. Rast, Jr., Director of the ShreveportBossier Vocational-Technical Center, reported his January
1972 enrollment as totaling 1,900.

This consisted of 600

full-time students and 1,300 extension students.

Mr. Rast

stated that more than 14,700 students received training at
this school during the past five years.

Ralph M. Bentley,

Jr., Director of the Jefferson Parish Vocational-Technical
School reported a January 1972 enrollment of 3,131
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consisting of 660 full-time and 2,471 evening students.
Students may enter vocational-technical schools at
any time vacancies exist.

The "lock-step" method of

instruction is not followed.

Each student progresses

according to his ability and effort.

Courses are set up

based on average ability and intelligence.

Capable students

who apply themselves complete their training much sooner
than the less proficient students.
Table I gives the status of full-time students
enrolled in the 32 vocational-technical schools during the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1970.

Of the 19,234 students

enrolled during this fiscal year, 7,592 were still in
school at the end of the fiscal year.
11,742 left school during the year.

This indicates that
Of this number, 3,638

students completed their programs and 4,060 left after
learning marketable skills.

This denotes that 7,698 or

65.6 per cent of the students who left school were prepared
to some degree for job entry.

But 3,944 students represent

ing 34.4 per cent of the students that left school did so
prior to learning marketable skills.

These are the dropouts

that have become such a problem in our society.
Student dropout is a problem in all schools.
Vocational-technical schools are no exception.

John G.

TABLE I

Subject
Trades and
Industries

STATUS OF FULL-TIME STUDENTS ENROLLED IN VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL
SCHOOLS DURING FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1970
Placement and Follow-Up
Left Prior to
Left
Prior
to
Total PostTotal Number
Completion with
Completion with
Continued
Completed
Secondary
Marketable
Program
No Marketable
Full-time
Preparatory
Skills
Skills
Requirements
School
Enrollment

Hone
Economics
Office
Occupations
Technical
Distributative
Education
Health
Grand
Total

1365

1729

1731

3115

7940

72

40

66

89

267

1091

1529

1439

2384

6443

237

566

512

1048

2363

57

42

20

24

143

866

154

176

932

2078

3638

4060

3944

7592

19 ,234

(98:13)
CO
NJ
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Lambousy, Director of the Southwest Louisiana VocationalTechnical School reported that dropouts averaged 22 per
cent of the total school enrollment during the past three
year period.

Alva C. Rast, Jr., Director of the Shreveport-

Bossier Vocational-Technical Center, indicated dropouts
at this school for the fiscal year 1970-71, to be 36 per
cent.

J. S. Clark, Director of the Ouachita Valley Techni

cal Institute, reported dropouts for fiscal year 1970-71,
to be 53.5 per cent.

Samuel M. Johnson, Research Assistant

with the Research Coordinating Unit in the Louisiana State
Department of Education, in a study of the Capitol Area
Vocational School in Baton Rouge in January 1972,
found a dropout rate of 70 per cent.

Facilities
Records presented by Whitney A. Langlois, State
Director of the Trade and Industrial Education Section,
Louisiana State Department of Education, show total capital
investment for all 32 schools, plus several small branch
schools, since the start of the vocational-technical school
system in 1931, until January 1972, to be a little over
$20,000,000.

This consists of approximately $12,000,000

for buildings and grounds and $ 8 ,000,000 for equipment.

This is indeed a small 40 year investment for a statewide
system of education.
The Louisiana Vocational-Technical Schools have
consistently been treated as a "poor cousin" by many politi
cians and educators.

In comparison to other schools in the

state, the facilities provided vocational-technical schools
have been "second rate."

Although the system is moving

out of old temporary World War II barracks, former funeral
homes, old post office buildings and empty warehouses, and
into more permanent buildings, the present facilities must
still be considered far from adequate to meet current needs
For instance, the fairly new Alexandria Trade School
adequately accommodates about 318 students, and so, that
many are enrolled.

But can it be said that this school

is adequately serving the needs of this area when 363
students

(October 1, 1971) are on the waiting list, and

these students may have to wait as long as 18 months before
being able to enroll in some courses

(Auto Mechanics

and Practical Nursing)?
A committee of legislators and educators formed
for the purpose of studying vocational-technical schools
in accordance with House Concurrent Resolution No. 33 of
the Louisiana Legislature of 1971, found these schools
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generally overcrowded.

Many of the buildings were in a

run-down condition and in most cases entirely inadequate
for the student load at the school.

Parking, dining, and

recreational facilities were practically nonexistant at
many of the schools.

In many cases study rooms, libraries

and student lounge areas were not to be found.

Most of

the equipment on hand was modern and up-to-date, but
additional equipment was badly needed.

(89:3-5)

Funding
All directors interviewed by the legislative
committee studying vocational-technical schools in 1971,
and all directors interviewed by this writer expressed a
critical need for both operating and capital outlay funds.
They consider continuous inadequate funding their "Number
One" problem.

If these schools are to educate and train the

non-college bound youth and those classified as dropouts,
both from secondary schools and colleges, additional funding
is necessary to improve the facilities and staffs needed to
get the job done.
Table II shows Louisiana educational appropriations
for fiscal year 1971-72.

Elementary and secondary education

account for 75.7 per cent of the total appropriations.
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TABLE XZ

LOUISIANA STATE APPROPRIATIONS FOR EDUCATION
FOR FISCAL YEAR 1971-72
--------2----

Different Schools
Elementary and Secondary
Schools
State Colleges
Special Education Centers at
State Colleges
Louisiana State University
System 1
Special School

Amounts

Percentag<

$421,915,701

75.7

65,339,879

11.7

132,054

60,333,689

.02

10.8

(deaf, blind,
e t c .)

3,870,126

.69

Vocational-Technical Schools
Total

5,701,169
$557,292,618

1.02

^Figures from appropriations act.

2

Due to rounding off of figures.

99.93^

Practically all of this money is spent on academic education.
Except for Vocational Agriculture, Business Education, and
Home Economics, Louisiana has virtually no vocational
education at this level.

College education, that is,

academic education above high school, accounts for approxi
mately $125,805,622 or 22.6 per cent of the total appro
priations.

But vocational-technical schools receive only

slightly over one per cent of total state educational
appropriations.

In other words, for every one dollar that

vocational-technical schools get from state appropriations,
colleges get more than twenty-two dollars.

Is this a

fair distribution if Louisiana is to continue its indus
trial growth, and if it is to serve the vocational
education needs of its citizens?

CHAPTER III

REVIEW OF RELATED MATERIAL

There is an ever growing list of books, articles,
research monographs and films on the problem of the drop
out as leaders strive to understand and search for
solutions to this tragic problem.

A review of this litera

ture sheds light on the magnitude, complexity, and gravity
of the problem and the Herculean task needed to solve it.
True our schools are doing a better job of keeping
children in school today than in the past.

The percentage

of the total school enrollment dropping out is decreasing,
but the number of students remains about the same.

Dropouts

continue with the regularity of automobiles rolling off
the assembly line.

Former secretary of labor W. Willard

Wirtz describes them as "the outlaw pack" who form the
hardcore of our unemployed.

Michael Harrington calls them

"The New Lost Generation" while Dr. James B. Conant refers
to them as "social dynamite."

J. Edgar Hoover, in a report

on the outbreak of violence in nine Northern communities,
pointed his finger at the dropout, rather than racists or
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communists, as Public Enemy Number 1.

(4:4)

Charles DeLargy, Area Manager, Missouri Division of
Employment Security explained the poignant plight of drop
outs as follows:
In the modern labor market, an unskilled worker is
almost as obsolete as a dinosaur.
Automation is steadily
wiping out the jobs done by lowskill men who want 'any
kind of w o r k . 1 Ditch diggers, elevator operators,
pill packers, street cleaners, and bowling pin setters
are rapidly becoming as much of the past as lamplighters.
But in former times, men in such occupations could hope
to live a decent, frugal life, even raise and educate
a family.
Now employers won't hire anyone they think cannot
advance.
Even a high school graduate, if without ex
perience or special skills, has few job openings these
days. (4:5)
In the early 1 9 6 0 's, it was already apparent that
the dropout could not survive in an automated economy.
When James Bryan Conant reported that in our depressed
slums as many as 70 per cent of the youth who were dropouts
were unemployed, he had read the writing on the wall.
were doomed.

They

The cancerous phenomenon of the unemployed

hordes of dropouts spread throughout our nation.

For more

than a decade the general unemployment rate has hovered
near the five and six per cent marks nationwide.

But

throughout the country teenage dropouts had the astounding
rate of 26 per cent unemployment— more than twice that of
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other teenagers in the labor market and four or five times
that of the general unemployment rate.

(4:6)

It is generally agreed that student dropout is
attributable to a multiplicity of overlapping and inter
acting factors involving the state, the community, the home,
the school, and the student.

A close look at how these five

areas affect the dropout problem gives one a better insight
into this problem.

For it is indeed a myriad problem that

must be attacked on many different fronts.
In a democratic society it is the duty of the people,
through their representative government, to provide schools
for the development of the individual and the preservation
of the culture.

But the educational program of these schools

should include vocational education as well as general
education.

Vocational and technical education must be an

integral part of a total educational program which should
introduce school youth to the world of work, along with the
professions and the development of culture.

It should enable

youth to move into their next role in life whether that be
to attend college, vocational-technical school, or to enter
directly into employment.
Unfortunately, our schools have neglected their
vocational role.

Nobel states that from the beginning.

our public high school had a problem in determining its
role.

In 1875, the National Education Association attacked

the problem of providing a unified course of study from the
primary school to the university.

Dr. William T. Harris

was chairman of a committee that studied the matter.

The

report of this committee stated that the outstanding prob
lem of secondary education was that of articulation with
the college, on the one hand, and preparing pupils for the
immediate duties of life, on the other.

The high schools

were between two fires'— the colleges with their uncompromis
ing demand for preparation in the classical studies, and
the general public, footing the bill and insisting upon
subjects of practical utility.

(10:329)

The "college prep"

group won out and literary education continued to dominate
the curriculum ignoring the rising chorus of voices calling
for the teaching of more "practical" and "useful" knowledge
in the schools.
Federal legislation, representing the will of the
people, has repeatedly been required to force change in
archaic school curricula tied to the classics, and otherwise
unchangeable due to politics, pedagogy, and pressures of
tradition and status.

In reviewing the history of the

American educational system, it is easy to see why many
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people believe that this society has never had the advantage
of a democratic school system— that it has been engaged
almost solely in training the elite.

That is, secondary

schools have been primarily concerned with college prepara
tion.

Most of our tax money has been spent in this direc

tion, when in reality, studies show that only about fifteen
per cent of students that start school ever finish college.
And so schools must accept a great portion of the
blame for the dropout problem because they are simply
not meeting the needs of the majority of the students.

At

the bottom of the educational problem is the glamor of
college.

The school system has glorified "college prep"

from kindergarten through high school.

Is it any wonder

that political leaders have short-changed vocationaltechnical schools and their students?

The glamor of college

has caused many students to become college dropouts, when in
reality, they were better fitted for vocational-technical
training.
James C. Bennett, in a speech at the University of
Redlands Guidance Conference, December 7, 1963, questioned
whether there would be so many slow, poor learners, and
dropouts if schools were effectively dealing with their
educational and vocational needs.

There appears to be a
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need for public education to accept training for the world
of work today as a part of public education.

He feels

that learning a marketable or salable skill, within a
student's interests and aptitude, must become the right
of all students, not just the right of those who go on into
higher education and receive advanced degrees.
fooling ourselves," he argues,

"We're

"if we don't believe that

parents and students have the right to expect public educa
tion to contribute directly to the employment possibilities
of students."

A high school graduate should be able to

enter the labor picture confident that he has something to
sell.
Bennett noted that the overemphasis on "college
prep" not only existed in secondary schools but also in
junior colleges.

He stated that too many junior colleges

in California are more interested in providing the first
two years of an educational program that leads to the
Bachelor of Arts Degree than they are in providing terminal
education and training for those students who will not go
on to a state college or university.

Public education,

per se, seems to have a lack of interest in, and appreciation
for, young people who want to work instead of getting a
college degree.

(6:19)
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According to Conant, "the educational experience of
youth must be tailored to fit his needs for his life's
work."

Conant believes that recent trends in employment

indicate that the demand for unskilled laborers will de
crease rapidly in the years ahead and that the one area of
employment which would seem to offer hope to dropouts is
the service occupations.

He suggests that schools revise

their curricula so that slow learners may have opportunity
to pursue a work-experience program designed for those jobs
which require a minimum of developed skills.

(3:51)

It is interesting to note that the Harry E. Wood
High School of Indianapolis reduced its number of dropouts
through it's occupational training courses.

Shibler re

ported that the dropout rate decreased from a high of 55
per cent to a low of 42 per cent, between 1946 and 1955 with
a still larger decrease in the years since.

Vocational-

technical training, if done creatively and imaginatively,
gives the student a chance to try out his interests and
talents.

It also imparts basic attitudes and disciplines

and emphasizes the dignity of work.

It develops motivation,

diligence, determination and application.

A good vocational

program in a school combined with good career guidance can
be very effective in reducing the potential dropout rate.
(71:25)
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The staffs of the two high schools in Visalia,
California during the 1963-64 school year set up a committee
to study the dropout problem in their school and to recommend
a program to reduce the dropout rate.

Their recommenda

tions as reported by Carl Anduri included:
1.

Expansion of remedial programs, particularly the
reading program to help poor readers.

2.

A core class for students who are unable to achieve
at an acceptable level of instruction.

3.

Addition of special classes to meet the needs of
potential dropouts, including vocationally
oriented subjects and work experience programs.

4.

Increased counseling service at all levels.

5.

Closer cooperation between the school and parents
of potential dropouts.

6.

Establish cooperative work programs whereby stu
dents attend school part of the day and work
part of the day.

7.

Get local business people to serve as advisors to
potential dropouts.

8.

Special efforts by the school staff toward early
identification of reading, emotional or other
problems and action to help these students.

9.

Provide more extracurricular activities and en
courage potential dropouts to take part.
The above committee even worked up a guide entitled

"Identifying the Potential Dropout" for use by staff mem
bers at all levels of the school.

Once identified, these

students are reported to the committee and remedial action
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is initiated.

Such a broad, comprehensive and well

organized attack on the dropout problem is bound to meet
with success.

(6:458-461)

An Illinois Dropout Study in 1962, indicated the
following school related factors in the dropout problem:
1.

Poor grades.

2.

Lack of membership in school activities.

3.

Poor pupil-teacher relations.

4.

Limited number of books available.

5.

Low assessed valuation of school district.
Stebine

(6:112)

(1963) reported the following school related

factors in his study of the dropout problem:
1.

Severe retardation in reading.

2.

Irregular attendance patterns, including truancies.

3.

Poor work habits and study skills.

4.

Disruptive classroom behavior.

5.

Preoccupation with nonschool activities.

6.

Personal habits unacceptable to the school.

7.

Deficiency in basic school citizenship skills.

(6:113)

Wiener lists these school related factors from his
study in 1963 of the dropout problem:
1.

Overage for grade.

2.

Two years below grade level in achievement.
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3.

Many school transfers.

4.

Negative reactions to school authority.

5.

Lack of acceptance by school peers.

6 . Lack of interest in school.

(6:114)

Zeller feels that the school has the most signifi
cant responsibility in combatting the dropout problem.
The school works closer with the individual student
and is responsible for instituting dropout prevention
programs.
The school man with imagination and insight
has available a number of means that will help in
coping with this problem:
1.

Improve the instructional program.

2.

Expand guidance and counseling services.

3.

Set up special programs.

4.

Improve home-school relationships.

5.

Know how community volunteer groups can help.

6.

Initiate an interest in the disadvantaged.

7.

Be informed about Federal programs.

(18:30)

Zeller reports on an anti-dropout program conducted
in Virginia which lists the following guideline for im
proving the instructional program in secondary schools:
1.

Increase the scope of course offerings in vocationrelated areas.

2.

Offer more work-training programs.
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3.

Inaugurate new courses or special course sections
designed for pupils with low ability.

4.

Use new instructional media and flexible organi
zation to promote more effective learning for
all pupils.

5.

Have teachers give increased attention to motiva
tion of pupil learning.

6.

Enlarge the pupil activity program to provide
satisfying experiences for pupils who rank low
in leadership potential, study skills, and
scholastic ability.

7.

Plan with local employers to develop programs that
may be jointly offered as firsthand learning ex
periences about the importance of education.

8.

Provide alternate courses for those who have
failed, rather than require them to repeat the
same content.

9.

Increase the emphasis on satisfactory social e x 
periences throughout all classes.

10.

Modify instructional approaches to include alternate
learning experiences for pupils having low verhal
ability.

11.

Provide vocational-oriented learning experiences
at earlier grade level.

12.

Provide instructional content based on the impend
ing adult concerns of employment, marriage, and
family responsibilities. (18:31-32)
Rex H. Smelser, retired director of the Sowela

Technical Institute, when asked to comment on dropouts in
vocational-technical schools, stated:
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Student dropouts are usually caused by financial
difficulties, or the acknowledgement by the student
that he or she has entered a training course for which
he or she is not suited.
With our married students,
home problems often cause them to drop out early.
Dropouts could be reduced by a more careful selec
tion of students with counseling services, a greater
variety of courses, and a better scholarship and loan
program for students.
Venn feels that vocational and technical education
suffers because of low prestige.
The problems in vocational and technical education
are compounded by the present program's low prestige.
Its students too often are the dropouts or castoffs of
the academic curriculum.
Its teachers, often less
academically oriented, enjoy relatively low status
within the teaching professions in many states. Its
buildings are often the oldest, its facilities fre
quently the poorest, its extracurricular programs
usually the weakest.
Its subject matter suffers from
the general debasement of manual and blue-collar oc
cupations in contemporary social values.
These generalizations are quite unfair to the
several outstanding vocational and technical programs
in this country.
But the generalizations persist,
and almost all programs find themselves typed to the
extent that their struggle is uphill.
And because
criticisms are applied more readily to the older vo
cational programs, there is an undercurrent in some
quarters to disassociate the newer technical programs
from their vocational counterparts, to seek a separate
and more lustrous identity.
The low repute of a program is harmful in many ways:
good students shy away, teachers are difficult to re
cruit, industry remains standoffish, other educators
show little interest, and money is difficult to come by.
Vocational and technical educators, faced with the
dangers of indifference to or suspicion of the program,
often devote more time to self-protection than to selfimprovement.
It is pointless to argue who is to blame.
Vocational and technical education cannot solve their
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problems alone. A step forward would be a national
recognition of the real importance of this field within
the scope of the total educational effort needed for
the years ahead. (17:34)
From a study of the role of education in a technologi
cal society, Venn draws interesting conclusions.

Some of

these were:
1.

Technological change will continue, as a master of
all or as a servant.

2.

Education, although not the sole means, is the best
means by which the individual and society can ad
just to technological change.

3.

The new technology has removed the margin for
educational error.

4.

Manpower needs in a technological society can be
met only through education.

5.

Occupational education must become a responsibility
of society.

6.

Occupational education must become an integral
part of total education.

7.

Occupational education is the responsibility of
every segment of the educational system.

8.

Continuing education has become necessary for
everyone. (17:158-159)
In order to improve the prestige of vocational

education, Dr. Sidney P. Marland, Jr., U. S. Commissioner
of Education suggests that the term "vocational education"
be replaced with the term "career education."

Many educa

tors, both in the academic and vocational-technical
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communities, are aware of the incongruity between the career
needs of students and their school curriculum.

Dr. Marland

states that "All education is career education— or should
be."

And he has set out to make it so.

He has stated that

career education "will be one of a very few major emphases
of the U. 3. Office,

...

in which we intend to place

maximum weight of our concentrated resources to effect a
thorough and permanent improvement."
In order to implement this policy, the United States
Office of Education is developing a Comprehensive Career
Education Model for local school systems.

In this model

every student, from kindergarten through grade 1 2 , will be
involved in an educational program in which he becomes aware
of career opportunities and integrates his academic skills
with occupational training.

Upon the completion of high

school, the student's options will be open for either
entering the labor market in a productive career or pursuing
the post-high school education of his choice.

(31:1)

The community has a definite influence on the drop
out problem— either good or bad.

A prosperous community

has fewer dropouts than a poor one.

Some youths are drop

outs because of the poor physical environment in which they
grew.

These include youths of city ghettos, of migrant
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farmworkers, or of "played-out" rural areas.

These youths

were deprived of the opportunities for education and social
experience in keeping with the requirements of modern life
and hence have fallen by the wayside.

(6:9)

Within a

community of poverty stricken people, surrounded by the
uneducated and the unemployed, the student may feel a
futility about staying in school.

Usually communities

having a large percentage of dropouts tend to perpetuate
this problem.

Since the dropout is more limited than the

higher educated individual, he tends to stay in the same
place, while others can and do move to places where the
best opportunities exist.

Communities which show interest

and concern for their youth are adding a link to the chain
or foundation for a healthier environment.

(95:3) In many

communities business leaders are taking an active part in
the dropout problem.

Some businesses hire potential drop

outs part-time which encourages them to stay in school.
Other businesses give special training to dropouts to make
them employable.

Such efforts by business leaders result

in better communities.

Dropouts need special attention

and help if they are to secure employment and make a worth
while contribution to their communities.
Zeller states that in order to establish a truly
effective anti-dropout program, the school administrator

must obtain the community's support for programs that will
keep the potential school leaver in school.

Since the

dropout poses a problem for the community as well as the
school, the community has a responsibility for providing
the necessary aid to prevent potential dropouts from taking
the first step toward low income, unsatisfied goals, and
physical and mental drudgery.

Such community organizations

as public social welfare and health agencies, churches,
local social and business clubs, and the courts can be
very helpful.
By opening their businesses, factories, and stores
to young people, and by providing them with realistic job
experiences that offer adequate pay, businessmen can play
a vital role in helping youngsters complete high school or
vocational-technical school.

(18:50-53)

The home also plays an important role in the drop
out problem.

The home is the nucleus of the pupils environ

ment and projects the effects of its surroundings as the
student becomes older.

The atmosphere of the home may

be that of love and consideration, but usually in the
potential dropout's household, it is dominated by hostility
and chaos.

The parents may be of varied natures.

attitudes of some parents being:

The

unimpressed with the value

of education, busy with social affairs, or preoccupied with
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work.

The chances are many that parents themselves were

school dropouts. On the other hand, an overemphasis may
be placed upon education, stressing grades that the student
is incapable of producing.

This does not mean that the

home is always the source of inadequacy, however one that
provides understanding and harmonious relationships is
less likely to yield an under-achiever.

(95:2)

Amos reports that many economically disadvantaged
parents may place a high value on education for their
children, although they themselves are largely undereducated.

Yet in spite of this respect for education

per se, a majority of these parents cannot or do not give
their children adequate support and encouragement either
to attend school regularly or to study at home.

This lack

of family support places an extraordinary responsibility
on the school.

Yet these youths go to schools which have

the poorest facilities, the most crowded classrooms, and
overburdened teachers. When these dropouts try to enter the
labor market, the lifetime tradition of disadvantage is
continued, and their deprived background is manifested in
their unemployability.
Many youth end up as dropouts because of the
mobility of their families or their own homelessness.

Their education has suffered as a result of transferring
to various schools, and for them instability has become a
way of life.

A youth thus handicapped may be of a family

which moved from a depressed rural area to a bewildering
city slum.

He may be one of many children in a migratory

worker's family.
one parent)

He may move with his family (often with

from one rundown city slum to another.

He may

have only foster parents, sometimes several in a single
year.

(24:43-44)
Johnson reports that a characteristic which many

dropouts have in common is sociological in nature.

These

youths come from the poorer and older districts of the
city.

They often come from large families where both

parents have to work.

Being poor and coming from an

underprivileged neighborhood leads to dissatisfaction with
life in general and this is reflected upon the student's
attitude and lack of interest and effort in school.
(46:39-84)
Many studies point to the direct relationship
between economically disadvantaged homes and dropouts.
However not all dropouts come from poor homes.
Schreiber in his study found that dropouts are not
exclusively from the working class or low income families.
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His study showed 30 per cent of the parents of dropouts
were in white collar occupations.

(15:11)

The interest parents take in their children's
education is important.

There are fewer dropouts from

families where parents showed a constant interest and
concern in how their children were doing in school.

This

is brought out by Bowman and Matthews who found that most
of the parents of dropouts seldom took an active interest
in what their children were doing in school.

Even when

the effects of social status were controlled they found
that the parents of only one-eighth of the dropouts as
compared with three-fifths of their controls strongly
opposed their children dropping out of school.

(2:17)

Williams in his extensive study of school dropouts
in Maryland found a correlation between dropouts and
their parents'

lack of educational achievement.

This

report showed that in the majority of cases the dropout
problem was related primarily to what the parents them
selves had done about their own schooling and not to a
lack of intelligence, behavior problems, or related
reasons.

Among the approximately 13,000 dropouts included

in this study,
early.

(67:13)

80 per cent had parents who had left school
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Phyllis Martin reviewed literature relative to
broken homes and the dropout problem and found conflicting
statements.

Novak

(1964) stated that broken homes were

fertile ground for delinquency and indifference toward
education.

Ormsby

(1964) concludes that a child's dropout

behavior is a barometer of family problems; Cassel (1962)
indicates that dropouts are usually from weak or broken
homes; and Porro

(1963) reports that 50 per cent or more

of the dropouts come from broken homes.
in his Maryland studies

However/ Williams

(1963) found that the number of

broken homes was not a significant factor.

He found 72

per cent of the dropouts were living with both parents,
and 91 per cent of the group were living with either both
parents or a step-parent.

(6 :100 - 1 0 1 )

Bernie Nelson, Director of the North Central
Washington Child Guidance Clinic, regards the family as
the crux of the dropout problem.
pattern among all dropouts:

He recognizes the same

poor attendance, marginal

performance, discipline problems, antagonism toward
teachers, a feeling of being on the outside looking in.
He blames this all on the lack of encouragement from the
family.

(6:27)

Sterling M. McMurrin, former U. S. Commissioner
of Education

(1963) feels that parents are the most effec

tive instrument in encouraging potential dropouts to stay
in school.

He suggests these ten steps to parents:

1.

Be alert to continued truancy, a symptom of
unhappiness at school and often a warning of
imminent withdrawal.

2.

If your child lacks interest in school, reads far
below his mental age, is frequently tardy or
absent, or is antagonistic toward teachers,
seek the advice of his teacher, principal, or
guidance counselor— and follow it.

3.

If your child is failing in academic subjects,
try to switch him to other courses which are
more appealing to his interests and abilities.
Have him take an aptitude test.

4.

For a child who is academic-minded but making
poor grades, try to get tutoring help, and
enroll him in summer school.

5.

Set aside a private area and a definite time for
homework and hold him to the schedule.

6.

Encourage him to take part in extracurricular
activity so he can identify himself with the
school.

7.

Poor readers are frequent dropouts.
Get him to
read.
Buy him reading material in his field of
interest.

8.

Ask his teacher to take a personal interest.

9.

If he has hinted at leaving school, calmly cite
the hard facts about the difficulty of getting
good job without finishing school.
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10.

Remember that the most crucial influence on a child
is his parents' attitude.
Encourage him but
don't pressure him. (6:28-29)
In the final analysis, the community, home and

school can only provide the means by which a child may be
educated— it cannot insure that a child will take advantage
of what is offered.
must take.

That is a responsibility the student

There are many factors which influence the

potentiality of a student.

Some of these are:

attitude,

intelligence, personality, emotions, character, economic
status, health, initiative, ability, sex and age.

Such

factors as these over which youngsters have little or no
control, determine their success or failure as students.
Some studies indicate that intelligence is not
particularly important in the dropout problem, while other
studies show that low IQ appears to be a very important
factor.

In a paper entitled "A Subject of National Concern:

The School Dropout Problem," Phyllis Martin reviews several
studies dealing with intelligence and dropouts.

A 1964

study by the United States Department of Labor estimates that
70 per cent of the dropouts have IQ's above 90.
study

A Maryland

(1963) found approximately 50 per cent of its sample

were average or above in intelligence.
a National Education Association study

However, data from
(1963) indicated

that three times as many dropouts as high school graduates
had IQ's under 85, and three times as many high school
graduates as dropouts had IQ's of 110 and over.

Another

study found the IQ range of their sample of dropouts from
60 to 115, with a mean of 83.

Martin concludes that a

proportionately smaller number of dropouts are average
or superior in intelligence and that most of them are part
of the dull-normal intelligence classifications.

(6 :1 0 1 -

102)
Scoggins states that a good attitude towards educa
tion is necessary for student success.
achieve when he does not wish to do so.

A person cannot
The amount of

effort that a student puts forth is largely determined by
his attitude.

A pessimistic attitude defeats the student

and results in school failure.

A healthy and positive

attitude, on the other hand, makes for success.

The

responsibility for improving a student's attitude rests
with the parents and the teacher.

When they fail, the

student remains uninterested, bored and uninvolved.
Likewise,

Scoggins considered character essential

for student success.

A child's character is formed chiefly

from his environmental surrounding including the many types
of personalities with whom he comes into contact.

Character

includes the inner strengths and weaknesses of an individual
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and determines how he will react to environmental pressures.
A young person with inner strengths will struggle to com
plete his education despite adverse circumstances.

A person

who has few inner strengths reacts by withdrawing and seeking
the path of least resistance when difficulties arise.

(95:3-4)

Cervantes made an interesting study of the psy
chological orientation of dropouts as compared to graduates.
Using the Thematic Apperception Test

(TAT) developed by

Dr. Henry A. Murray and the staff of the Harvard Psychologi
cal Clinic he found psychological trends or tendencies
characterizing the two groups.
lapping the trends are evident.

Although there is wide over
The social-psychic

variable fits into the law of polarization as follows:
The law of polarization states that persons who would
ordinarily tend to be quite neutral about common issues
will, in time of crisis— such as being out-of-school and
out-of-work— tend to manifest extreme positions.

(4:194)

These polar tendencies are listed in Table III.
Very little research has been done to determine the
significance of ill health as a contributing factor in the
dropout problem.

The scanty data available show this

factor to be relatively insignificant,

and the dropouts

attributable directly to poor health would certainly be less
than ten per cent.

(6:103)
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TABLE III

PSYCHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES OF THE DROPOUT

Dropout_________________________ Graduate
Troubled...............
Hostile ...............
Antagonistic,..........
Instinctoid............
Pessimistic............
Destructive............
Concrete...............
Radical ...............
Dissatisfied...........
Narcissistic...........
Class-bound............
Proletarian............
Antisocial.............
Affectless.............
Maladjusted ...........
Impulsive..............
Unstable...............
Hyperactive............
Sensate ...............
Outer needs............
Weak self-image........
Deficiency-oriented....
Immediate gratification
Leisure-and-thrill
oriented......... .
Sexually exploiting....
Double standard........
Unconventional.........
Violent solutions.....

Calm
Friendly
Cooperative
Holistic
Optimistic
Constructive
Abstract
Conservative
Satisfied
Alterocentri c
Upwardly mobile
Capitalistic
Prosocial
Affectionate
Adjusting
Controlled
Stable
Alert
Idealistic
Inner needs
Strong self-image
Proficiency-oriented
Deferred gratification
Occupation-and-goal oriented
Monogamous
Single standard
Conventional
Verbal compositions

Table III (Continued)
Dropout_________________________ Graduate
Antiauthority............
Nonmethodical............
Nonroutinized............
Pawn of environment.....
Nonstructured value
system................
Attention-getting
behavior..............
Males:
Compensatory
hypermasculinity ....
Females:
Unrealistically
romantic..............

(4:195)

Proauthority
Methodical
Routinized
Master of environment
Structured value system
Objective-getting behavior
M a l e s : Blended male-female
traits
Females and males:

Romantic
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Results of all large scale studies support the
argument that more boys are school dropouts than girls.
Schreiber (1964) found in summarizing his data that 53
per cent of the dropouts were boys.

The United States

Department of Labor (July, 1963) states that annually
350,000 girls and 400,000 boys drop out of school.

(6:107)

Cart reporting on a study involving 1,300 dropouts, found
eight per cent more boys than girls left school before
graduation.

(91:15)

Lack of adequate finances causes many students to
leave school.

From the students who live in extreme poverty

to those who just do not have enough spending money, they
feel inadequate alongside their peers.

Some students

cannot buy the "right" clothes and needed school supplies.
They do not have pocket money for extracurricular or
recreational activities and become sensitive to the snubs
of their peers.

This causes some students to feel inade

quate and inferior and creates a dislike for school.
Williams

(1963) in a Maryland study reported that students

listed economic need third in their reasons for dropping
out of school.
given.

It accounted for ten per cent of the reasons

(6:103)
A combination of many factors involving the

community, the home, the school and the student account
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for the negativism, indifference, defeatism, hostility and
eventual dropping out of school which is the misfortune of
so many students.

High on the list of factors are reading

difficulty, dislike of subjects involving considerable
reading, preference for work rather than school, hostility
towards a school program that does not meet the student's
needs, lack of educational goals on the part of students,
low scholastic achievement, and poor economic conditions
at home.
A study conducted in Illinois in 1962, lists the
following predisposing factors found in dropouts:
1.

Low academic aptitude or low general ability.

2.

Negative attitudes which the child brings to school.

3.

Parental disinterest in education.

4.

Retarded emotional maturity and social development.

5.

Impoverished home background.

6.

Irregular employment history of family.

7.

Low educational attainment of family and relations.

8.

Pattern of early marriages.

9.

High physical mobility of family.

(6:110-111)

Cassel and Coleman found many recurring character
istics in a 1962 study of dropouts including the following:
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I.

II.

School
1.

Failure of one or more school years.

2.

A year or more behind in reading or arithmetic,
or both.

3.

Poor school attendance and numerous truancies.

4.

Little or no participation in extracurricular
activities.

5.

Attendance at numerous schools.

6.

School marks are low.

7.

Expresses little interest in school or in
learning.

8.

Evidences strong resentment toward school
control.

Social
1.

Very few friends and associates, and is not
well liked by peers.

2.

Poor general and personal adjustment.

3.

Distrustful and resentful toward adults.

4.

Has feelings of "not belonging."

5.

Girls tend to go steady with older boys.

6.

Boys tend to own a car.

7.

III.

Often in difficulty with community agencies and
the law.

Per'sonal
1.

Usually purposeless and has no personal goals
for achievement.

2.

Low scholastic aptitude.
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IV.

3.

Sixteen years of age or older.

4.

Physically is either quite small or quite large
for age group.

5.

Frequently ill and usually easily fatigued.

Family
1.

Usually from weak or broken homes.

2.

From low-income group, and usually from trade or
labor occupations.

3.

Education of parents usually eighth grade level
or lower.

4.

Often there are five or more children in the
family.

5.

Attitude of parents toward graduation negative
or vacillating. (6:444-445)

Scoggins reports of a study made in Caddo Parish in
1963, by a committee appointed by the Caddo Parish School
Board to study the dropout problem in Caddo Parish and to
make recommendations for helping to decrease the number of
youth who withdraw from school.
The reasons in descending order for leaving school
as given by the dropouts were as follows:
1.

Desire to go to work or seek employment.

2.

To marry.

3.

Lack of finances to participate in school activities.

4.

Poor health.
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5.

Could not pass subjects.

6.

Parents encouraged or forced withdrawal.

7.

School is a waste of time.

8.

Parents need me at home.

9.

Disliked teachers and/or way they taught.

10.

School failed to offer subjects needed or desired.

11.

To enter Armed Forces.

12.

No one really cared about me as a person.
The school's reasons for students dropping out prior

to graduation as shown on school records were:
1.

Lack of parental support and encouragement.

2.

Student left school to go to work.

3.

Academic retardation.

4.

Extreme poverty.

5.

To marry.

6.

Poor health.

7.

Inadequate counseling available.

8.

Personality conflict with teacher and/or principal.

9.

Curriculum was not meeting needs of student.

10.

Community's lack of concern about dropouts.

11.

To enter Armed Forces.

12.

Lack of vocational courses appropriate to jobs.

13.

School's lack of concern about dropouts.
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This study also revealed that many characteristics
of potential dropouts are recognizable in elementary school
pupils.

These characteristics are:

1.

Irregular attendance.

2.

Consistent failure to achieve in regular schoolwork.

3.

Grade level placement two or more years below
average for grade.

4.

Feeling of "not belonging."

5.

Low reading ability.

6 . Lack of participation in school activities.

7.

Non acceptance of friends.

8 . Friends younger or older.

9.

Serious physical or emotional handicap.

10.

Consistent performance below grade level.

11.

Pattern of misbehavior.

12.

Unhappy family situation.

13.

Non acceptance on part of school staff.

14.

Cannot afford expenditures of schoolmates.

15.

Frequent changes of schools.
It is interesting to note that 39 per cent of the

dropouts from senior high school indicated in this study
that the school could have been more helpful if additional
vocational courses had been offered.

(95:14-15)
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The related material covered in this chapter repre
sents an infinitesimal portion of available literature on
the dropout problem, but it is sufficient to point out the
magnitude of this national problem which involves youths
from all strata of the American society and occurs at all
levels of secondary schools, vocational-technical schools
and colleges.

Dropouts result from a combination of many

causes involving the society, the community, the school,
the home, and the individual student.

All must work

together in bringing about corrective measures if the prob
lem is to be solved.

CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA

This study of the dropout problem in Louisiana
Vocational-Technical Schools was undertaken to (1) identify
important characteristics of student dropouts,
cover causes for school leaving,

(2 ) to dis

(3) to learn some of the

factors that may prolong school attendance,

(4) to examine

the employment status of dropouts, and (5) to make recommenda
tions that may be helpful in alleviating the dropout problem.
Nine schools were selected from the 32 vocationaltechnical schools in Louisiana which represent all geographi
cal, cultural and economic sections of the state and,
therefore, it is reasonable to assume, represent the state
wide vocational-technical school picture.

Schools selected

were:
1.

Ouachita Valley Technical Institute, West Monroe.

2.

Shreveport-Bossier Vocational-Technical Center,
Shreveport.

3.

Alexandria Trade School, Alexandria.

4.

Baton Rouge Vocational-Technical School, Baton. Rouge.

5.

Sullivan Vocational-Technical Institute, Bogalusa.
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6.

Jefferson Parish Vocational-Technical School,
Metairie.

7.

T. H. Harris Vocational-Technical School, Opelousas.

8.

Southwest Louisiana Vocational-Technical School,
Crowley.

9.

Sowela Technical Institute, Lake Charles.
The descriptive method of research employing the

survey technique was used in this study.
from three sources:

(1 ) school directors,

and (3) student dropouts.

Data were obtained
(2 ) school records

Questionnaires were completed

by school directors and by dropouts selected at random
from the various courses offered at each school.

The names

of fifty full-time students who dropped out during the 196970 school year were selected from each of the nine schools
participating in this study.

Additional information regard

ing these dropouts was secured from school records.

All

dropouts selected were sent questionnaires, and data were
processed from the first twenty questionnaires returned
properly completed from respondents of each of the nine
schools.
Additional information for this study was secured
through interviews with leaders in the Vocational Education
Division of the Louisiana State Department of Education,
teacher trainers in the School .of Vocational Education at
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Louisiana State University, vocational-technical school
directors, assistant directors, counselors, instructors, stu
dents, and dropouts.

Visits were made to the nine partici

pating schools, as well as several others, to observe their
facilities, staffs, and operations.
Data gathered are presented in tabular form along
with explanations of the data in each table.

Tables IV

through IX, display data secured from school records for
all 450 dropouts.

Data from dropouts in remaining tables

were obtained from 180 respondents who returned usable
questionnaires.
The 450 dropouts selected for this study included
321 males, or 71.3 per cent, and 129 females, or 28.7 per
cent, as shown in Table IV.

More males than females attend

vocational-technical schools which account for the large
difference in dropouts according to sex.

More courses are

offered which are of interest to males than to females.
Office Occupations and Practical Nursing are the two
occupational areas in which most females are enrolled.
Males have a larger number of courses or occupational areas
from which to choose, hence more male enrollment, and
dropout.
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TABLE IV
DROPOUTS ACCORDING TO SEX
N=450

Sex
Males
Females
Total

Number

Per Cent

321

71.3

129
450

100.0

28.7

Prior to initial entry into vocational-technical
school, students are administered a battery of tests along
with personal interviews with guidance counselors to deter
mine student capabilities, interests and aptitude.

Most

schools use the Army General Classification Test (AGCT)
to determine learning ability.

A mean score of 100

(low of

90 up to high of 110) is considered average intelligence or
learning ability.

Data in Table V illustrate the wide range

of learning ability possessed by the dropouts.
AGCT score of 59

(10 percentile)

score 141 (99 percentile).

From a low

the scores go up to AGCT

It can be noted that a great

majority of students

(303, representing 67.3 per cent) scored

above the mean score

(1 0 0 ) for average learning ability.
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TABLE V
ARMY GENERAL CLASSIFICATION TEST (AGCT) SCORES OF
DROPOUTS USED IN EVALUATING LEARNING ABILITY
N=450
Number of
Dropouts
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

3
2
6
1
11

4
10

5
21
1
10
21
6

17
4
9
19
11
20
6
11

Percentage
of Dropouts
.22
.22
.22
.22
.22
.22

.44
.67
.44
1.33
.22

2.45
.89
2.22
1.11

4.67
.22
2.22

4.67
1.33
3.78
.89
2.00

4.22
2.45
4.45
1.33
2.45
4.22

AGCT
Scores
141
137
136
135
134
132
131
129
127
126
125
124
123

99
98
98
98
97
96
96
94
93
92
90
89

122
121
120

87
85
83
81
80
78
77
75
74
72
70

119
118
117
116
115
114
113
112
111
110

109
10 8

7

4.45
1.56

10
8
8

2.22

107
106
105
104
103

1.78
1.78

102
101

19
9
20

2.00

Percentile
Rank

88

68

65
64
62
61
59
57
51
53
51
50
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Table V (Continued)__________________________________
Number of
Percentage
AGCT
Percentile
Dropouts______ of Dropouts__________Scores________ Rank
16
3.56
100
48
6
1.33
99
47
6
1.33
98
45
16
3.56
97
43
5
96
1.11
42
2.89
95
13
41
8
94
1.78
40
2.45
93
39
11
5
92
1.11
37
91
4
.89
36
1.56
7
90
35
88
7
1.56
33
4
.89
87
31
2
.44
86
31
2.45
85
29
11
83
4
.89
27
82
26
6
1.33
25
1.78
80
8
78
8
1.78
23
22
.22
76
1
75
21
.22
1
20
73
6
1.33
.44
18
2
71
16
2
68
.44
.22
66
14
1
65
.22
13
1
63
13
.22
1
.22
59
10
1
450
100.00
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Table VI provides a clearer picture of the learning
ability of dropouts by dividing them into three groups.
The "average learning ability" group, that is, those with
AGCT scores of 90 through 110, was comprised of 215 dropouts
representing 47.8 per cent of the total number considered.
The "above average learning ability" group, that is, those
with AGCT scores above 110, included 169 dropouts, or 37.5
per cent.

It is significant to note that the "below average

learning ability" group

(AGCT scores below 90) had only 66

dropouts, or 14.7 per cent.

From these data it may be

concluded that lack of learning ability was not a major
factor in the dropout problem.

TABLE VI
DROPOUTS GROUPED ACCORDING TO LEARNING ABILITY
BASED ON ARMY GENERAL CLASSIFICATION
TEST SCORES
N=450

Group
Above average
(AGCT scores above 110)
Average (AGCTscores 90 to 110)
Below average
(AGCT scores below 90)
Total

Number
169
215
66

450

Per Cent
37.5
47.8
14.7
100.0
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Data in Table VII reveal the different courses
pursued by the participants of this study.

Twenty-eight

different occupational areas were being studied by the
dropouts.

Office Occupations, which is the most popular

course, had 96 dropouts, or 21.3 per cent.

Office Occupa

tions is offered at all vocational-technical schools and
has the interest of both males and females.

Welding, which

is offered at most schools, was next in descending order
with 46, or 10.2 per cent? followed by Drafting with 38,
or 8.5 per cent; Practical Nursing— 36, or 8.0 per cent;
Auto Mechanics— 34, or 7.6 per cent? Machinist— 33, or 7.3
per cent; Electronics Technology— 29, or 6.4 per cent; Air
Conditioning and Refrigeration— 23, or 5.1 per cent; Auto
Body Repair— 15, or 3.3 per cent; Radio-Television Repair—
14, or 3.1 per cent? and Electrician— 10, or 2.2 per cent.
Diesel Mechanics had eight dropouts, or 1.8 per
cent, and the Appliance Repair course had six, or 1.3 per
cent.

Seven courses had five dropouts, or 1.1 per cent.

These included Office Machine Repair, Electronics
Communication, Food Service Management, Data Processing,
Non-Destructive Testing, Civil Engineering Technician, and
Computer Technology.

The following three courses had four

dropouts, or 0.9 per cent:

Plumbing, Instrumentation, and
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TABLE VII
COURSES PURSUED BY ALL DROPOUTS WHOSE
NAMES WERE SUBMITTED FOR
THIS STUDY
N=450

Name of Course
Office Occupations
Welding
Drafting
Practical Nursing
Auto Mechanics
Machinist
Electronics Technology
Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
Auto Body Repair
Radio-Television Repair
Electrician
Diesel Mechanics
Appliance Repair
Office Machine Repair
Electronics Communication
Food Service Management
Data Processing
Non-Destructive Testing
Civil Engineering Technician
Computer Technology
Plumbing
Instrumentation Technology
Television Studio Technology
Aircraft Maintenance
Industrial Engines
Barbering
Sheet Metal Worker
Small Engine Repair
Total

Number of
Dropouts
96
46
38
36
34
33
29
23
15
14

Per Cent
21.3
10.2

8.5
8.0

7.6
7.3
6.4
5.1
3.3
3.1

10
8
6

2.2
1.8

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
450

1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1

1.3

.9
.9
.9
.7
.7
.7
.7
.7
100.0
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Television Studio Technology.

Three dropouts, or 0.7 per

cent, had been enrolled in each of the following courses:
Aircraft Maintenance, Industrial Engines, Barbering, Sheet
Metal Worker and Small Engine Repair.
The attendance of dropouts as recorded in school
records is presented in Table VIII.

These records show

that the attendance of only 39 dropouts out of 450 was
considered "very good" by school officials.
mere 8.7 per cent.

This is a

The attendance of 183 dropouts, or

40.7 per cent, was regarded as "good."

A "fair" attendance

rating was given to 124 dropouts, or 2 7.5 per cent, and a
"poor" attendance rating to 104, or 23.1 per cent.

Thus

it can be summarized that the attendance of approximately
half of the dropouts

(49.4 per cent) was rated "good" or

"very good" by school officials while the other half of
the dropouts

(50.6 per cent) were rated below "good" in

attendance.

Good attendance is associated with interest

and perseverance in school, but research studies associate
lack of good attendance with lack of interest in school and
often a cause of dropout.

From the above data it may be

concluded that poor attendance was a factor in the dropout
problem.
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TABLE VIII

ATTENDANCE OF DROPOUTS AS RECORDED
IN SCHOOL RECORDS
N=450

Number

Attendance

Per Cent

39

8.7

Good

183

40.7

Fair

124

27.5

Poor

104

23.1

450

100.0

Very Good

Total

The causes for dropping out of school as recorded in
the school records are shown in Table IX.

The leading

cause for leaving school was the desire or necessity to go
to work.

This appeared in the records of 70 dropouts

representing 15.6 per cent.

A close second was excessive

absences which caused 65 students, or 14.5 per cent, to
leave school.

Other causes for leaving school listed in

descending order of importance included miscellaneous
reasons— 38 dropouts, or 8.4 per cent; illness or dis
ability— 3 4 , or 7.6 per cent; reasons unknown to school
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officials— 29, or 6.4 per cent; entered military service— 26,
or 5.8 per cent; financial problems— 25, or 5.6 per cent;
to go look for work— 20, or 4.4 per cent; and personal or
family problems— 20, or 4.4 per cent.
Recorded causes less frequently indicated for leaving
school included illness in family— 15 dropouts, or 3.3 per
cent; moved away from school community— 13, or 2.9 per cent;
disciplinary problems— 13, or 2,9 per cent; needed at home—
12, or 2.7 per cent; to go to college— 11, or 2.4 per cent;
lack of interest or motivation— 1 0 , or 2.2 per cent; to go
to other school— nine, or 2.0 per cent; lack of ability—
nine, or 2.0 per cent; school interfered with job— eight,
or 1.8 per cent; marriage— eight, or 1.8 per cent; and
lack of transportation— five, or 1.1 per cent.
The low economic status of many students resulted
in their dropping out.

Such reasons as (1) to go to work,

(2) to go look for work,
at home,

(3) financial problems

(4) needed

(5) lack of transportation and (6 ) school inter

feres with job are all related to financial need and these
together accounted for over 31 per cent of all dropouts.
portion of the miscellaneous reasons, and no doubt, a
portion of the unknown

reasons were related to the fact

that dropouts felt the need to financially support

A
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themselves or help support their families.

It can safely be

stated that at least one dropout in three left school due
to economic reasons.
Another major cause of dropout is noticed from a
study of Table IX.

This was the matter of lack of self-

discipline by students.

This was reflected in such reasons

for dropping out as (1 ) excessive absences,
interest or motivation,

(2 ) lack of

(3) unsatisfactory progress, and

(4) disciplinary problems.

Together this accounted for

almost 22 per cent of all dropouts.
From the 450 questionnaires sent to dropouts, 180
respondents were selected.

Data submitted by these

respondents present the dropout's viewpoint and other use
ful information in understanding the dropout problem in
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Schools.
The ages of the 180 dropouts participating in this
study are given in Table X.

The Louisiana Compulsory school

attendance law requires youths to attend secondary school
until their sixteenth birthday.

Vocational-technical

school regulations set the minimum age for enrollment at
16 years.

This explains why none of the dropouts are under

16 years of age.

Only six dropouts were 16 years old

representing 3.3 per cent of the 180 respondents.

A
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TABLE IX

CAUSES OF DROPOUT ACCORDING TO SCHOOL RECORDS
N=450

Causes

''
___________________________ Number_______ Per Cent

To go to work
Excessive absences
Miscellaneous
Illness or disability
Unknown reasons
Enter military service
Financial problems
To go look for work
Personal or family problems
Illness in family
Moved away
Disciplinary problems
Needed at home
To go to college
Lack of interest or motivation
Unsatisfactory progress
To go to other school
Lack of ability
Training interferes with job
Marriage
Lack of transportation
Total

70
65
38
34
29
26
25
20
20

15
13
13
12
11
10
10

9
9
8
8

5
450

15.6
14.5
8.4
7.6
6.4
5.8
5.6
4.4
4.4
3.3
2.9
2.9
2.7
2.4
2.2
2.2
2.0
2.0
1.8
1.8
1.1
100.0
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TABLE X

AGE OF DROPOUTS PARTICIPATING IN THIS STUDY
N=180

Age

Number

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

6

3.3

16
31
39
32

8.8

6

4
5
4

23
25
26
27
28
30
31
33
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
44
46
48
51
53
Total

Per Cent

17.1
21.6

17.7
3.3
2.2

2.7

1
2
1

2.2
0.6
1.1
0.6

3

1.7

1

0.6

3

1.7

1

0.6

3

1.7

2
1
1

1.1
0.6
0.6

3

1.7

2
1

1.1
0.6

3
3
3

1.7
1.7
1.7

2
1

1.1
0.6
100.0

180
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majority of the respondents

(118, or 65.2 per cent) were

in the 17 through 20 year age group.

This consisted of 16,

or 8.8 per cent, that were 17 years old; 31, or 17.1 per
cent, that were 18 years old; 39, or 21.6 per cent,

19

years old; and 32,

The

or 17.7 per cent, 20 years old.

number of school leavers declined sharply after 20 years
of age.

Only six, or 3.3 per cent, were 21 years old;

four, or 2.2 per cent, were 22 years old, and five,
2.7 per cent, were 23 years of age.
was 53 years of age.

or

The oldest dropout

A majority of vocational-technical

school students enroll after graduating or dropping out
of high school during their seventeenth through their
twentieth years of age.

Enrollment is highest in this age

group and accounts for the largest number of dropouts.

In

the age group 30 years and above there were only 33 drop
outs representing 18.3 per cent.

This corresponds with a

low number of enrollment for full-time training in this
age group.
The young age of the dropouts had a bearing on the
marital status information presented in Table XI which
shows that 128 dropouts, or 71.2 per cent, were single
while only 52, or 2 8.8 per cent, were married.

However,
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marriage or marriage plans, were listed as a cause for
«

dropping out of school by 26 out of the 180 respondents.
Marriage was, no doubt, also a consideration of those who
indicated they wanted to get a job and earn money to sup
port themselves or their families.

TABLE XI

MARITAL STATUS AT TIME OF DROPOUT
N=180

Marital Status

Number

Per Cent

Single

128

71.2

Married

52
180

100.0

Total

28.8

The courses pursued by the 180 respondents are
listed in Table XII.

There was some relationship in the

percentages of the various courses pursued by the respon
dents and those of all dropouts considered for this study
which are shown in Table VII.

Office Occupations had 46

. respondents, or 25.5 per cent, of the 180 total; followed
by Welding with 19, or 10.5 per cent; Drafting— 19, or 10.5
per cent; Electronics Technician— 18, or 10 per cent;
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TABLE XII
COURSES PURSUED BY DROPOUTS PARTICIPATING
IN THIS STUDY
N=180

Course
Office Occupations
Welding
Drafting
Electronics Technician
Practical Nursing
Auto Mechanics
Air Conditioning-Refrigeration
Machinist
Auto Body Repair
Civil Engineering Technology
Plumbing
Instrument Technician
Barbering
Diesel Mechanics
Food Service Management
Electrician
Radio-Television Repair
Sheet Metal Worker
Aircraft Maintenance
Industrial Engines
Electronics Communications
Data Processing Technology
Appliance Repair
Total

Number
46
19
19
18
13
13
12
9
7
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Per Cent
25.5
10.5
10.5
10.0
7.2
7.2
6.7
5.0
3.9
2.2

0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

180

100.0
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Practical Nursing— 13, or 7.2 per cent; Auto Mechanics—
13, or 7.2 per cent? and Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
— 12, or 6.7 per cent.
Continuing in decending order of numerical impor
tance were Machinist— nine dropouts, or 5.0 per cent; Auto
Body Repair— seven, or 3.9 per cent; and Civil Engineering
Technology— four, or 2.2 per cent.

Courses having two

dropouts, or 1.1 per cent, included:

Plumbing, Instrument

Technology, Barbering, Diesel Mechanics, Food Service
Management, Electrician, and Radio-Television Repair.
Courses with one dropout, or 0.6 per cent, included:

Sheet

Metal Worker, Aircraft Maintenance, Industrial Engines,
Electronics Communication, Data Processing Technology and
Appliance Repair.
Data in Table XIII indicate the number of months
of vocational-technical training received by the participants
before they terminated their training.

The length of

training prior to leaving school varied from two weeks through
30 months.

The largest number of dropouts

12.2 per cent)

(22, representing

occurred during the third month of training.

This was followed by 18 dropouts, or 10.0 per cent during
the sixth month of training, and 16, or 8.8 per cent,
during the second month of training.

During the first six
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TABLE XIII

LENGTH OP TRAINING PRIOR TO DROPPING OUT
N=180

Number______ Per Cent

Number of Months
1 or less
2

12

3
4
5

22

16
14
14
18
7
14
13
3

6

7
8

9
10
11
12

6
8

5
4
4

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

1
1

6.6
8.8
12.2

7.8
7.8
10.0

3.8
7.8
7.2
1.7
3.3
4.4
2.8
2.2
2.2
0.6
0.6

9

5.0

20
21
22

1
2
1
1

0.6
1.1
0.6
0.6

24
30

3

1.7

1

0.6

180

100.0

Total
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months of training 96 respondents, or 53.2 per cent, quit
school, and during the second six months of training another
51, or 28.2 per cent, dropped out.

Thus, at the end of a

year of training a total of 147 respondents, or 81.4 per
cent, left school.
According to data tabulated in Table XIV the prior
education of respondents was fairly high.
had less than a seventh grade education.

No respondent
The spread in

prior education was large— starting at the seventh grade
in secondary school and going up through four years of
college.

Table XV gives a better overall picture of the

prior education of respondents by dividing them into three
groups.

Dropouts with a high school education numbered

121 and represented 67.2 per cent of the total number of
respondents.

Dropouts with more than a high school educa

tion numbered 34, or 19.0 per cent, while those with less
than a high school education numbered 25, or 13.8 per cent.
With 155 respondents, or 86.1 per cent, having a minimum
of a high school education, lack of sufficient prior educa
tion did not appear to be an important cause for dropout
in vocational-technical school.

Likewise, with such a high

percentage of respondents having completed a minimum of
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high school, vocational-technical schools can correctly be
considered as post-secondary.

TABLE XIV
PRIOR EDUCATION OF DROPOUTS
N=180

Grade Completed

Number

7

1

8

5

9

6
6

10
11
12

7
121

13
14
15
16
Total

Per Cent
0.6
2.8

3.3
3.3
3.8
67.2

23
9

12.8

1
1

0.6
0.6
100.0

180

5.0

TABLE XV
DROPOUTS GROUPED ACCORDING TO PRIOR EDUCATION
N=180

Less than high school education
High school education
More than high school education
Total

Number
25
121

34
180

Per Cent
13.9
67.2
18.9
100.0
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Respondents were asked to rate their attendance
while in vocational-technical school.
found in Table XVI.

This information is

"Very good" attendance was claimed by

82 dropouts, or 45.6 per cent of the group, while 51, or
28.3 per cent, claimed "good" attendance.

"Fair" attendance

was admitted by 35 dropouts, or 19.4 per cent, and "poor"
attendance by 12, or 6.7 per cent.

Participants rated

their attendance much better than school officials did
(Table VIII).

Only 26.1 per cent considered their atten

dance less than "good" as compared to 50.6 per cent when
rated by school officials.

While respondents did not

consider attendance a factor in the dropout problem, school
officials seemed to consider it an important factor.

TABLE XVI
ATTENDANCE AS RATED BY THE DROPOUTS
N=180

Attendance

Number

Very good

82

45.6

Good

51

28.3

Fair

35

19.4

Poor

Total

Per Cent

12

6.7

180

100.0
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Data displayed in Table XVII reveal the person
considered by dropouts as primarily responsible for their
decision to leave school.

A majority

(123, or 68.3 per

cent) of the respondents felt that they reached this
decision on their own without much influence from any other
individual.

A total of 26 former students, or 14.4 per cent,

blamed their instructors as primarily responsible for their
decision to quit school.

This seems significant enough to

infer that, so far as the participants are concerned, some
instructors are a cause of student dropout in vocationaltechnical schools.

It is interesting to note that only one

dropout out of the 180 total felt that his parents were
primarily responsible for his decision to leave school.

TABLE XVII
PERSONS PRIMARILY RESPONSIBLE FOR
DECISION TO DROPOUT ACCORDING
TO RESPONDENTS
N=180

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

School director
School counselor
School instructor
Parents or guardians
Girlfriend (or boyfriend)
Relatives
Friends
Others
My own decision
Total

Number
4
3
26
1
7
2
5
9
123
180

Per Cent
2.2
1.7
14.4
0.6
3.9
1.1
2.8
5.0
68.3
100.0
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The decision to drop out of school is not an easy
one for most students, nor is this decision always based
on a single cause or reason.

Data in Table XVIII were

designed to show the more important reasons given by drop
outs for leaving school.
respondents

The reason given by more

(53, or 29.4 per cent) for leaving school was

the desire to get a job and earn money.

Thirty-four, or

18.9 per cent, felt that they were sufficiently trained to
get employment.

Another 34, or 18.9 per cent, felt that

they had to go to work to support themselves or help sup
port their families.

Twenty-six, or 14.4 per cent, blamed

marriage as the cause of their dropping out of school.
It is important to note that 23 dropouts, or 12.8
per cent, stated they left school because they did not
feel they were learning anything.

Nineteen others, or

10.6 per cent, felt their progress was too slow.

Most of

the complaints centered around the instructional program.
Participants expressed their belief that too much class
time was wasted, many curricula needed to be updated and
upgraded, some instructors did not know the subject matter
while others did not know how to teach, and some did not
take enough interest, in helping the students.

This was also
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TABLE XVIIX

FREQUENCY OF REASONS FOR LEAVING SCHOOL
AS GIVEN BY RESPONDENTS*
N=180

Reasons

1

.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10

.

11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

I was more interested in
getting a job
I knew enough about my trade
to get a job
I had to go to work to
support myself or help
support my family
I was planning on getting
married or I got married
Miscellaneous reasons
I did not feel that I was
learning anything
I entered military service
My progress was too slow
I could not take the course
I really wanted and did
not like the one I was
taking
I was sick or physically
unable to attend school
I decided to go to college
or other school
I found the training too
difficult
I did not get along with
my instructors
I did not feel as though I
were a part of the
school
I had no transportation
I moved away from the
school area

Frequency

Per Cent

53

29.4

34

18.9

34

18.9

26
23

14.4
12.8

23
19
19

12.8
10.6
10.6

19

10.6

16

8.8

11

6.1

11

6.1

10

5.6

10
5

5.6
2.8

3

1.7

♦Respondents were asked to check as many reasons as
were applicable.
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brought out by the fact that 10 dropouts, or 5.6 per cent,
stated they could not get along with their instructors.
Nineteen dropouts, or 10.6 per cent, left school
to enter military service.

Another 19 left school because

they could not get the courses they wanted and did not
like the courses they were taking as a second choice.
This points out the need for providing more facilities and
staff to increase the number of classes in popular courses,
such as Practical Nursing, as well as the need to increase
the number of different courses offered at each school.
Sickness or physical disability was given as a
cause for leaving school by 16, or 8.8 per cent.

Eleven,

or 6.1 per cent, left vocational-technical school to attend
college or other schools.
too difficult.

Another 11 found the training

Ten, or 5.6 per cent, left because they did

not feel as though they were a part of the school.

This

reflects the lack of "belonging" or "school spirit" among
vocational-technical school students.

There are no extra

curricula activities which are so popular in secondary
schools and colleges.
lack of facilities

Directors blame this primarily on

(no lounge areas, auditorium, playgrounds,

etc.), and on lack of personnel for non-teaching
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responsibilities

(not even enough instructors are available

due to lack of funds).
A perusal of Table XIX discloses reasons for drop
outs as expressed by vocational-technical school directors.
All nine directors of schools participating in this study
considered financial problems and employment as causes of
dropout.

These two reasons are related since financial

need causes students to seek employment.

Military service

and lack of motivation were considered important causes of
dropout by seven directors, or 77.8 per cent.

Five

directors, or 55.6 per cent, felt that lack of ability,
lack of vocational guidance and training in high school,
and going to college caused many students to leave school.
Marriage, sickness or disability, and poor attendance were
important causes according to four directors, or 44.4 per
cent; and going to other schools, moving away from the
school area, lack of self-discipline and insufficient
course offerings were considered important by three direc
tors, or 33.3 per cent.
The five directors

(55.6 per cent) who called atten

tion to the lack of high school vocational training and
guidance as a cause of dropout in vocational-technical
school (as mentioned in above paragraph) explained that such
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TABLE XXX

FREQUENCY OF REASONS FOR LEAVING SCHOOL
AS GIVEN BY SCHOOL DIRECTORS*
N=9

Reasons

1 . Financial problems
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Employment
Military service
Lack of motivation
Lack of ability
Lack of vocational guidance and
training in high school
To go to college
Marriage
Sickness or disability
Poor attendance
To go to other school
Moving away from the school
area
Lack of self-discipline
Insufficient courses available
Parental influence

Frequency

Per Cent

9
9
7
7
5

100.0
100.0
77.8
77.8
55.6

5
5
4
4
4
3

55.6
55.6
44.4
44.4
44.4
33.3

3
3
3
2

33.3
33.3
33.3
22.2

0

*Directors were asked to check as many reasons as
were applicable.
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training and guidance would prepare students to make wiser
course choices in vocational-technical school, hence reduce
dissatisfaction and dropout.

This question of the adequacy

of high school vocational training and guidance as being
helpful to students in making wise career choices upon
entering vocational-technical school was posed to the
dropouts.

Their reply is shown in Table XX.

of the dropouts

Two-thirds

(120 out of 180) stated that the vocational

training and guidance they received in high school had
been insufficient.

Many expressed disappointment in their

high school education with its overemphasis on college
preparation, and with the high school guidance program
which they considered strictly college oriented.

TABLE XX
ADEQUACY OP VOCATIONAL TRAINING AND GUIDANCE
RECEIVED BY DROPOUTS WHILE IN
HIGH SCHOOL
N=180

Number
Insufficient
Sufficient

Total

Per Cent

120

66.67

60
180

33.33
100.00
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Table XXI is an attempt to present data regarding
the adequacy or inadequacy of high school vocational train
ing and guidance according to respondents from different
courses pursued in vocational-technical school.

High

school vocational courses are primarily limited to Business
Education, Industrial Arts, Agriculture and Home Economics.
It is interesting to note that a higher percentage of
respondents pursuing courses in vocational-technical school
which were related to these high school vocational courses
expressed satisfaction with their high school training and
guidance than respondents pursuing non-related courses.
For example, there were five vocational-technical
courses pursued by respondents which can be considered
closely related to high school vocational courses.

These

included (1) Office Occupations which is related to high
school Business Education,

(2) Drafting and (3) Appliance

Repair related to Industrial Arts,

(4) Welding related to

Agriculture and (5) Food Services related to Home Economics.
Eighty-seven dropouts, or 48.3 per cent of the 180 respon
dents, were pursuing these five courses and 48 of them, or
55.2 per cent, felt their high school vocational training
and guidance had been adequate.

On the other hand, 93

representing 51.7 per cent of the total, were taking

TABLE XXI
ADEQUACY OP HIGH SCHOOL VOCATIONAL TRAINING AND GUIDANCE ACCORDING TO RESPONDENTS
FROM DIFFERENT COURSES PURSUED IN VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL SCHOOL
N=180
Adequate

.

Number
27
6
12
3
2
2
2
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
60

*Closely related to high school vocational subject.

Per Cent
58.7
31.6
63.2
16.7
15.4
15.4
16.7
22.2
14.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
100.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
100.0

Number
19
13
7
15
11
11
10
7
6
4
2
2
2
2
0
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
0
120

Per Cent
41.3
68.7
36.8
83.3
84.6
84.6
83.3
77.8
85.7
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
0.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
0.0
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Number of
Respondents
Courses
Office Occupations*
46
1
2. Welding*
19
19
3. Drafting*
4. Electronics Technician
18
5.
Practical Nursing
13
Auto
Mechanics
13
6.
12
7. Air Condition-Refrigeration
8. Machinist
9
9. Auto Body Repairs
7
10.
Civil Engineering Technology
4
2
Plumbing
11.
12.
2
Instrument Technician
Barbering
2
13.
14.
Diesel Mechanics
2
15.
2
Food Services*
Electrician
16.
2
Radio-Television Repair
2
17.
18.
Sheet Metal Worker
1
19.
Aircraft Maintenance
1
20.
Industrial Engines
1
21.
Electronics Communications
1
22.
Data Processing Technology
1
23.
Applicance Repair*
1
Total
180

Inadequate
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courses not related to the high school vocational courses
and only 12 of them, or 12.9 per cent, considered their
high school vocational training and guidance to have been
adequate and helpful in choosing a trade or career to
pursue in vocational-technical school.

This is shown in

Table XXII.

TABLE XXII

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF HIGH SCHOOL VOCATIONAL COURSES
IN ASSISTING VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL SCHOOL
STUDENTS TO MAKE WISE CAREER CHOICES
N=180

Helpful
Num- Per
ber
Cent

Not
Helpful
Num- Per
ber
Cent

Total
Num- Per
ber
Cent

High school vocational
courses related to
vocationaltechnical school
courses pursued

48

55.2

39

44.8

87

48.3

High school vocational
courses not related
to vocationaltechnical school
courses pursued
Totals

12
60

12.9

81
120

87.1

93
180

51.7
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This relationship was also examined by use of the
Chi-Square test of significance in which the following null
hypothesis was posed:

There is no significant difference in

the expressed adequacy of high school vocational training
and guidance between vocational-technical students pursuing
courses closely related to high school vocational courses
and students pursuing courses not related to high school
vocational courses.

Using data from Table XXII and the

Chi-Square formula for testing agreement between observed
and expected results, a Chi-Square

(X2 ) of 36.14 was computed

with one degree of freedom (df) as compared with a prob
ability

(P) of 3.81 at the .01 level of significance and

6.63 at the .01 level taken from the probability table.
This computed Chi-Square

(X2 ) is highly significant at both

the .05 and .01 levels of significance, and therefore, the
null hypothesis of equal probability is rejected at both
levels.

Rejection of the null hypothesis indicates that

there was a significant difference.
Many factors in and out of school affect the
interest, motivation and determination of students to stay
in school, or eventually to leave school.

Some of the

factors which may have influenced dropouts to stay in
school longer are disclosed in Table XXIII.

One factor
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TABLE XXIII

FACTOR THAT MIGHT HAVE ENCOURAGED LONGER
TENURE IN SCHOOL ACCORDING
TO RESPONDENTS*
N=180

Factors

1

.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6

.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Being able to go to school parttime and work part-time
More personal attention and
assistance by the instructors
More and better equipment in the
shop and classroom
More guidance, counselling, and
encouragement by school personnel
Extra curricular activities— such
as sports, recreation, social
functions, leadership activities,
youth club, etc.
Better facilities at school— such
as dining, lounging, and study
areas
More use of modern teaching aids by
instructors
Make the courses more practical
with less theory and less studying
Better educated and trained
instructors
More assistance on how to study and
make efficient use of time
Smaller classes
Make the training more interesting
If the school had more prestige
Transportation to and from school

Frequency

Per Cent

63

35.0

49

27.2

38

21.1

34

18.9

30

16.7

29

16.1

27

15.0

26

14.4

25

13.9

23
20
19
11
5

12.8
11.1
10.6
6.1
2.8

♦Respondents were asked to check as many reasons as were
applicable.
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stands out above all others— a total of 63 dropouts, or 35.0
per cent, indicated they would have stayed in school longer
if they could have worked part-time and gone to school
part-time.

This points out the low economic status of

many students and their need to earn money.

It also points

out the need for schools to play a greater role in assisting
students in finding part-time jobs, the need for more state
and federally financed part-time student jobs and loans,
and scholarships and other financial aid by industry.
Several factors that may have encouraged longer
stay in school according to dropouts, are directly related
to the inadequate financing of the vocational-technical
schools in the opinion of the writer.

For example, such

factors as the need for more personal attention and
assistance by instructors

(cited by 49 dropouts or 27.2

per cent), better educated and trained instructors

(cited

by 25 respondents, or 13.9 per cent), more guidance,
counselling, and encouragement by school personnel

(34

school leavers, or 11.1 per cent), more assistance on how
to study and make efficient use of time

(23 former students,

or 12.8 per cent), and extra curricula activities

(30 drop

outs, or 16.7 per cent), could be helped by additional
funding to be used by the schools to hire more personnel,
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and in some cases, better personnel.

Added personnel

should result in better instruction, administration, super
vision and guidance.
Likewise adequate funding would result in better
facilities and equipment.

This would be helpful since many

respondents indicated they would have remained in school
longer if there had been better facilities— such as dining
hall, lounging area, auditorium, library, parking area and
play area (cited by 29 dropouts, or 16.1 per cent); more
and better equipment in the shops and classrooms

(38

respondents, or 21.1 per cent); and more teaching aids for
use by instructors

(27 school leavers, or 15.0 per cent).

Improvement in facilities and equipment would help with
two other factors listed by students:

(1) it would help

make the training more interesting (cited by 19 dropouts,
or 10.6 per cent), and
schools more prestige

(2) help give vocational-technical
(11 respondents, or 6.1 per cent).

One out of four respondents

(49, representing 27.2

per cent) indicated they may have stayed in school longer
if their instructors had shown more personal interest and
assistance in their progress.

Many dropouts wrote

additional comments on their questionnaires of their
disappointment, even bitterness, at the lack of help and
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concern shown by some instructors towards their students.
This would tend to indicate a need for closer instructor
supervision in some instances to protect the majority of
instructors, who are dedicated and capable individuals
doing a good job, from criticism brought about by the few
instructors who may not be doing a good job.
The directors from the nine schools participating
in this study were queried about factors they felt would
have encouraged students to remain in school longer.
responses appear in Table XXIV.

Their

Six directors, or 66.7

per cent, felt that more and better facilities would have
prolonged stay in school, and five directors, or 55.6
per cent, felt that more guidance, counselling and encourage
ment by school personnel would bring about longer school
tenure.

Five factors mentioned by four directors, or 44.4

per cent, included:

(1) more assistance on how to study

and make efficient use of time,
ment in shops and classrooms,

(2) more and better equip

(3) additional course offerings,

(4) more student financial aid, such as part-time jobs,
loans, scholarships, etc., and (5) more student activities
sponsored by the school, such as sports, student contests,
recreation, etc.

Three directors, or 33.3 per cent, felt

that if some students could work part-time and go to school
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TABLE XXIV

FACTORS THAT MIGHT HAVE ENCOURAGED LONGER
TENURE IN SCHOOL ACCORDING TO
SCHOOL DIRECTORS*
N=9

Factors
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.

More and better facilities—
such as lounges, dining
and study areas
More guidance, counselling and
encouragement by school
personnel
More assistance on how to study
and make efficient use of
time
More and better equipment in
shops, classrooms, etc.
Additional courses to select
from
More student financial aid
More student activities
sponsored by the school,
such as sports, student
contests, recreation, etc.
Going to school part-time
and being able to work
part-time
Smaller classes
More and better teaching aids

Frequency

Per Cent

6

66.7

5

55.6

4

44.4

4

44.4

4
4

44.4
44.4

4

44.4

3
2
2

33.3
22.2
22.2

♦Directors were asked to check as many factors as
were applicable.
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part-time this would encourage and enable them to stay in
school longer.

Two directors, or 22.2 per cent, considered

smaller classes and more and better teaching aids would
encourage longer stay in school.
The directors were asked for their opinions regard
ing the adequacy of their schools to serve the total voca
tional-technical needs of all students in their area.
is interesting to note

It

(Table XXV), that not one of the

nine directors participating in this study felt that his
school had the facilities, equipment, personnel, course
offerings,

or adequate financing to meet the needs of all

persons in their areas desiring vocational-technical train
ing.

In the final analysis, these schools enroll and train

as many students as they can accommodate— a little more
than half of the total number who want this type of training.
The students fortunate enough to enroll, find them
selves in generally overcrowded and inadequate facilities
which are understaffed for adequately supervising individu
alized instruction.

Many dropouts expressed disappointment

at the inadequacy of the vocational-technical schools when
compared with high schools and colleges.

They cannot under

stand why vocational-technical school students are treated as
second-class citizens by not being provided with adequate

Ill

parking* dining, lounging, recreational and study areas, as
well as adequate library, restrooms, storage spaces, shops
and classrooms, equipment, modern teaching aids, and above
all, with adequate teaching, counselling and administrative
staffs to meet the needs of all students desiring vocationaltechnical training.

TABLE XXV

ADEQUACY OF VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
IN MEETING NEEDS OF ALL INTERESTED
STUDENTS IN AREA SERVED
ACCORDING TO DIRECTORS
N=9

Facilities
Equipment
Personnel
Number of courses
offered
Financing

Adequate

Per Cent

0
0
0

0
0
0

9
9
9

100.0
100.0
100.0

0
0

0
0

9
9

100.0
100.0

Inadequate

Per Cent

An effective program to reduce school dropout includes
early identification of potential dropouts.

Accordingly,

school directors were requested to rate the program estab
lished in their schools for early identification of potential
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dropouts.

As indicated in Table XXVI, three directors,

or 33.3 per cent, rated their programs "good," five direc
tors, or 55.6 per cent, rated their program "fair," and one
director, or 11.1 per cent, rated his program "poor."

Lack

of personnel was the reason given for not having better
programs to identify potential dropouts and encourage and
assist them in remaining in school.

TABLE XXVI

ADEQUACY OF PROGRAM TO IDENTIFY POTENTIAL
DROPOUTS ACCORDING TO SCHOOL DIRECTORS
N=9

Number

Per Cent

Good

3

33.3

Fair

5

55.6

Poor

1
9

11.1
100.0

Total

The home and family exert much influence on the
educational aspirations and accomplishments of students.
The educational level of parents usually affects their
attitude towards the education of their children.

Well

educated parents usually place more value on education
than do less educated parents.

However, many uneducated

parents also place a high value on education and encourage
their children to get as much education as possible.

The

attitude of most parents in this study was favorable to their
children's education.

As evidenced by information presented

in Table XXVII, the parents of 103 dropouts, or 57.2 per
cent, encouraged their children to stay in school, while the
parents of only three respondents, or 1.7 per cent, encour
aged them to quit school.

Sixty-seven school leavers, or

37.2 per cent, reported that their parents did not try to
influence them either way, leaving the decision of whether
to stay in school or drop out up to them.

TABLE XXVII
PARENTAL INFLUENCE
N=180

Number
Encouraged student to stay in school
Encouraged student to drop out of
school
Did neither of the above
No answer

Total

Per Cent

103

57.2

3

1.7

67

37.2

7
180

3.9
100.0
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The overall picture of the educational background of
parents of the dropouts participating in this study is
presented in Table XXVIII.

The spread in educational level

of parents was very great— from a low of no formal education
at all to a high of six years of college.

Fourteen fathers

and 13 mothers had no education while three fathers and two
mothers had completed six years of college.

Another way of

looking at the educational background of parents is to
divide them into groups based on educational attainment.
This was done in Table XXIX.

These data show that 188

parents, or 52.2 per cent, had less than a high school edu
cation; 120 or 33.3 per cent, had completed high school;
and 52, or 14.5 per cent, had some education above the
high school level.
Previous research has shown a direct relationship
between low income families and the dropout problem.
in Table XXX tend to support this conclusion.

Data

Twenty

respondents did not indicate the economic status of their
parents.

These were older or married students who were not

financially dependent on their parents while in school and
therefore felt this information was irrelevant.

Of the 160

respondents that provided information about their parents1
economic status, 32, or 20.0 per cent, indicated their
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TABLE XXVIII
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF PARENTS OR GUARDIANS
N=360

Grade
Completed
0
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Total

Father
Per
Num
Cent
ber
14
2
4
5
5
13
10
15
15
7
11
50
4
8
3
10
1
3
180

7.8
1.1
2.2
2.8
2.8
7.2
5.6
8.3
8.3
3.9
6.1
27.8
2.2
4.4
1.7
5.6
0.6
1.7
100.0

Mother
Num
Per
ber
Cent
13
1
4
3
8
7
7
10
7
8
19
70
7
5
4
4
1
2
180

7.2
0.6
2.2
1.7
4.4
3.9
3.9
5.6
3.9
4.4
10.6
38.9
3.9
2.8
2.2
2.2
0.6
1.1
100.0

Total
Num
Per
Cent
ber
27
3
8
8
13
20
17
25
22
15
30
120
11
13
7
14
2
5
360

7.5
.9
2.2
2.2
3.6
5.6
4.7
7.0
6.1
4.1
8.3
33.3
3.0
3.6
2.0
3.9
.6
1.4
100.0
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parents earned less then $250 per month.

This means that

one in every five dropouts was from a family whose annual
income was less than $3,000, classified as the "poverty”
level.

TABLE XXIX

PARENTS GROUPED ACCORDING TO EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
N=360

Mother
Num
Per
ber
Cent

Total
Num
Per
ber
Cent

Educational
Level

Father
Per
Num
ber
Cent

Less than high
school

101

56.1

87

48.3

188

52.2

50

27.8

70

38.9

120

33.3

29
180

16.1
100.0

23
180

12.8
100.0

52
360

14.5
100.0

High school
Above high
school
Total

Also reporting low parental income were 22 dropouts,
or 13.8 per cent, whose parents' income was between $250
and $350 per month? 21, or 13.1 per cent, whose parents'
income was between $351 and $450 per month; 19, or 11.9 per
cent, whose parents earned between $451 and $550 per month;
and 16, or 10.0 per cent, whose parents earned between $551
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and $650 per month.
reporting

Thus we have 110 dropouts from the 160

(68.8 per cent) coming from families whose income

was less than that which may be considered necessary for a
family of five to make a good living in view of the high
cost of today's modern living.

One can easily see the con-

stant financial strain which would cause students to quit
school and get any job available.

TABLE XXX
ECONOMIC STATUS OF PARENTS OR GUARDIANS
N=180

Monthly Income
Less than $250
Between $251 and
Between $351 and
Between $451 and
Between $551 and
Above $650
Did not answer

Number

$350
$450
$550
$650

Total

32
22
21
19
16
50
20
180

Per Cent
17.8
12.2
11.6
10.6
8.9
27.8
11.1
100.0

Table XXXI contains a list of the present occupations
of the dropouts.

Nineteen, or 10.54 per cent, of the drop

outs were unemployed.

This is about twice the general rate

of unemployment for the nation as a whole.

Twenty-one

respondents, or 11.65 per cent, were in military service;
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TABLE XXXI

PRESENT OCCUPATION OF DROPOUTS
N=180

Occupation
Military service
Unemployed
Housewife
Secretarial work
Student
Store clerk
Welder
Auto mechanic
Auto body repairman
Forklift operator
Carpenter
Truck driver
Service station attendant
Machinist
Nurse's aid
Air-conditioning and Heating
Draftsman
Farm laborer
Musician
Waitress
Painter
Warehouse shipper
Foreman with construction company
Chemical company laborer
Policeman
Minister
Electrician
Roughneck in oil field
Concrete worker
Instrument technician
Longshoreman
Dairy products plant laborer

Number
21
19
16
14
8
6
5
5
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

Per Ceni
11.65
10.54
8.87
7.76
4.43
3.33
2.76
2.76
2.22
1.66
1.66
1.66
1.66
1.66
1 i XJL
JL • X X
•L ■ X X
X •X X
X •X X
X •X X
X •X X
X •X X
X •X X
X •X X
X •X X
X •X X
X •X X
X •X X

.56
.56
.56
.56
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Table XXXI

(Continued)

Occupation
Pipeline laborer
Cosmetic salesman
Bricklayer
Teacher's aide
Printer
Pest control employee
Retired
Oil driller
Sign company employee
Milk routeman
Insurance salesman
Mail clerk
Survey rodman
Radiology technician
Heavy equipment operator
Bus company baggage agent
Finance company cashier
Appliance salesman
Baby sitter
Traffic clerk.
Auto parts clerk
Radio announcer
Bank teller
Veterinary clinic animal attendant
Computer operator
Radio and television repairman
Bag factory employee
Baker
Coffee sales and delivery
Papermill employee
Television studio technician
Cotton bale press operator
Auto battery shop employee
Gasoline bulk dealer
Highway department employee
Total

Number
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
180

Per Cent
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
100.00
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eight, or 4.43 per cent, were students in other schools;
and one, or .56 per cent was retired.

The remaining 63.9

per cent were found to be working in 62 different kinds of
jobs.

More dropouts were doing secretarial work

7.76 per cent) than any other type of work.

(14, or

It must be

observed that many of these jobs are low paying jobs.
Information in Table XXXII points out that 70 dropouts, or
38.9 per cent, were not satisfied with their present jobs,
while 90, or 50.0 per cent, were satisfied.
11.1 per cent, gave no answer

Twenty, or

(mostly those not employed).

Fifty-five dropouts, or 30.6 per cent, felt the
training received in vocational-technical school was help
ful in their present jobs (Table XXXIII) while 105, or 58.3
per cent, felt their training was not helpful.

Twenty

dropouts, or 11.1 per cent gave no answer (mostly those
not employed).
Conditions considered by dropouts in choosing their
present occupation are listed in Table XXXIV.

The condi

tions or factors checked most frequently by dropouts were:
(1) I like this work

(90 dropouts, or 50.0 per cent);

know a lot about this work
job is close to home
other people

$

(60, or 33.3 per cent),

(47, or 26.1 per cent),

(2) I

(3) This

(4) I can help

(39, o r 21.7 per cent), and (5) It offers
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TABLE XXXII

JOB SATISFACTION
N=180

Number

Per Cent

Satisfied

90

50.0

Not satisfied

70

38.9

20
180

11.1
100.0

No answer
Total

TABLE XXXIII

RELEVANCY OF TRAINING TO PRESENT
OCCUPATION
N=180

Relevancy

Number

Per Cent

55

30.6

Training not helpful

105

58.3

No answer

20
180

11.1
100.0

Training helpful

Total
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security (33, or 18.3 per cent).

It should be noted that 30

dropouts, or 16.7 per cent, indicated this was the only job
they could get.

TABLE XXXIV
CONDITIONS CONSIDERED BY DROPOUTS IN
CHOOSING PRESENT OCCUPATION*
N=180

Conditions

Frequency

I like this work
I know a lot about it
It is close to home
I can help other people
It offers security
This is important work
It pays a good salary
It is the only job I can get
I can be my own boss
Military obligation

90
60
47
39
33
32
31
30
18
16

Per Cent
50.0
33.3
26.1
21.7
18.3
17.8
17.2
16.7
10.0
8.9

*Respondents were asked to check as many conditions as
were applicable.

Whether satisfied or not in present job, it is only
natural that dropouts desire to advance to better jobs or
positions in the future.

Several reasons or factors which

dropouts felt may keep them from getting better jobs are
identified in Table XXXV.

The more important factors were:

(1) Lack of special training (62 dropouts or 34.4 per cent),

TABLE XXXV

REASONS THAT MAY KEEP DROPOUTS FROM
GETTING BETTER JOBS*
N=180

Reasons
Lack of special training
Lack of experience
Good jobs are scarce
Lack of enough education
I want to stay near my home town
I don't know enough about what
jobs are available
Too many people looking for work
I have no influential friend or
relative to help me
I don't have or cannot borrow
enough money to get started in
business
Illness or physical disability

Frequency

Per Cent

62
54
44
41
30

34.4
30.0
24.4
22.8
16.7

24
24

13.3
13,3

19

10.6

10
6

5.6
3.3

*Respondents were asked to check as many reasons as
were applicable.
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(2) Lack of experience (54, or 30.0 per cent),
are scarce

(44, or 24.4 per cent),

(3) Good jobs

(4) Lack of enough educa

tion (41, or 22.8 per cent), and (5) desire to stay near
hometown (30, or 16.7 per cent).
Respondents were queried about the advantages to
be gained by completion of training (Table XXVI).

Ninety-

six participants, or 53.3 per cent, expressed the belief that
more job opportunities would have been available if training
had been completed.

Seventy-four, or 41.1 per cent, felt

that higher income would have resulted from completion of
training while 42, or 23.3 per cent, believed that chances
for job promotion would have been enhanced.

Fifty-five, or

30.6 per cent, did not believe that completing training would
have resulted in any of the above advantages.
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TABLE XXXVI

ADVANTAGES OF COMPLETING TRAINING*
N-180

Advantages

Frequency

Per Cent

Have more job opportunity

96

53.3

Make more money

74

41.1

Have a better chance for
promotion

42

23.3

None of the above

55

30.6

*Respondents were asked to indicate as many advantages
as were applicable

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
This study was concerned with the dropouts in
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Schools.

The purpose was

to obtain data which could be useful in combatting this
serious educational problem.
Nine schools were selected for this study which are
representative of the total statewide vocational-technical
school program.

The descriptive method of research was

utilized with the survey technique being the principal re
search procedure employed.
school dropouts,

Data were obtained from (1)

(2) school directors, and (3) school records.

Additional information was secured through interviews with
many educational leaders, students and dropouts, and through
visits to many vocational-technical schools.
The names of 450 full-time students who dropped out
during the 1969-70 school year were randomly selected from
the nine schools participating in this study.

Questionnaires

were sent to these dropouts and data processed from 180
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respondents returning usable instruments.
The 450 dropouts included 321 males, or 71.3 per
cent, and 129 females, or 28.7 per cent.

More courses are

offered which are of initial interest to males, hence larger
enrollments and more dropout by males.
Most schools use the Army General Classification
Test (AGCT) to determine learning ability of students.

Re

sults of the test scores of all dropouts revealed that 47.8
per cent possessed average learning ability, 37.5 per cent,
possessed above average learning ability, and only 14.7 per
cent had below average learning ability.
Twenty-eight different courses were pursued by the
450 dropouts selected for this study.

This indicated that

the dropout problem is not limited to certain courses, but
that it exists in all courses.
The age of respondents ranged from a low of 16 years
to a high of 53 years.

A majority of the dropouts

per cent) was in the 17 through 20 year age group.

(65.2
Enroll

ment- is highest in this age group which explains why dropout
is also highest.
The young age of the dropouts had a bearing on
their marital status.

Data tabulated showed 71.2 per cent

were single and 28.2 per cent were married.

Marriage, or
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plans to marry* were listed as a cause for leaving school
by 14.3 per cent of the dropouts.
There was a wide spread in the educational attain
ment of dropouts prior to enrolling in vocational-technical
school— starting at the seventh grade in secondary school
and going up through four years of college.
the dropouts

A majority of

(67.2 per cent) had a high school education.

Nineteen per cent had more than a high school education,
and only 13.8 per cent had less than a high school education.
The length of training prior to dropping out varied
from a low of two weeks on up to 30 months.

At the end

of three months of training, 27.6 per cent of respondents
had quit school.

At the end of the sixth month another

28.2 per cent had terminated their training.
of 12 months,

By the end

81.4 per cent had left school.

When queried about the person primarily responsible
for the decision to leave school, 68.3 per cent of respon
dents indicated reaching this decision without being influ
enced by anyone.
influence.

Only one school leaver indicated parental

Twenty-six dropouts, or 14.4 per cent, blamed

instructors as primarily responsible.

This seems signifi

cant enough to imply that some instructors are responsible
for termination of training by some students.
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The question of whether attendance was a factor in
the dropout problem was approached from two viewpoints—
that of the dropouts and that of school officials.

Good

attendance was claimed by 73.9 per cent of respondents,
while only 26.1 per cent admitted attendance less them
good.

These participants did not consider attendance a

factor in the dropout problem.

On the other hand, school

officials considered the attendance of only 49.4 per cent
of the dropouts to be good, and the remaining 50.6 per cent
to be less than good.

Poor attendance was regarded by

school officials as an important factor in the dropout
problem.
The causes of dropout were secured from three
different sources:

(1) the school records which reflected

mostly the instructors' views,
and (3) the dropouts.

(2) the school directors,

Some of the more important causes

or reasons were the following:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Low economic status of many parents resulting in
financial problems and the need for employment
by students.
The desire for employment by students who feel
sufficiently trained.
Marriage or marital plans.
Illness or physical disability.
Military service.
Personal or family problems.
To go to college or other school.
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t

8,

9.
10.
11.
12.

Lack of self-discipline by students, reflected by
excessive absences, lack of motivation, unsatis
factory progress, and disciplinary problems.
Insufficient course offerings and not enough classes
in popular courses.
Lack of sufficient vocational guidance and training
in high school.
Students and instructors not getting along.
Insufficient funding resulting in inadequate
facilities, shortage of personnel, no extra
curricula activities, lack of school spirit and
pride, low prestige, and eventual loss of inter
est by some students.
A majority of the directors

(55.6 per cent) called

attention to the lack of high school vocational training
and guidance as a cause of dropout in vocational-technical
school, and explained that such training and guidance would
prepare students to make wiser course choices and therefore
reduce dissatisfaction and dropout.
Two-thirds of the dropouts

(120 out of 180) con

sidered the vocational training and guidance received in
high school inadequate.

A higher percentage

(55.2) of

respondents pursuing courses in vocational-technical school
related to high school vocational courses expressed satis
faction with high school training and guidance than did
respondents pursuing non-related courses

(12.9 per cent).

School directors and dropouts were requested to
identify factors that may have encouraged dropouts to remain
in school longer.
were:

Some of the more important factors listed
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1.

Being able to work part-time and attend school
part-time.

2.

Better facilites, equipment and teaching aids.

3.

More personal attention and assistance by the
instructors.

4.

More guidance, counselling and encouragement by
school personnel.

5.

Extra curricular activities.

6.

Additional course offerings.

7.

More student financial aid.

8.

More assistance on how to study and make efficient
use of time.

9.

Better educated and trained instructors.

10.

Smaller classes.
The State of Louisiana, through its elected politi

cal leaders, has failed to provide the necessary funding to
meet the vocational-technical training needs of its citizens.
This is evident from the fact that only about 55 per cent
of the youth and adults desiring this type of training are
able to enroll.

Not one of the nine directors participating

in this study felt that vocational-technical schools had
the facilities, equipment, personnel, course offerings, or
funding necessary to meet the needs of all persons desiring
this type of training.

Every one of these schools has a long

waiting list of students wanting to enroll.

In some schools
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the number on the waiting list is larger than the enrollment.
An effective program to reduce school dropout in
cludes early identification of potential school leavers.
Of the nine directors participating in this study, only
three claimed to have good identification programs in
operation, while five rated local programs as fair, and
one as poor.

Lack of personnel was the reason given by

directors for not having better programs established to
identify potential dropouts, and render encouragement and
assistance toward longer school tenure.
A majority of parents

(57.2 per cent) encouraged

continuation of training by respondents, while the parents
of only three, or 1.7 per cent, encouraged school leaving.
Parents of 37.2 per cent of respondents exerted no influence
either way, leaving the decision of whether to stay in
school or leave entirely up to the respondents.
The spread in the educational level of parents of
the dropouts was very great— from a low of no formal educa
tion at all, to a high of six years of college.

Parents of

52.2 per cent of the respondents had less than a high school
education, 33.3 per cent of parents had completed high school,
and 14.5 per cent had some education above the high school
level.
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The economic status of parents was found to be low,
and to be a contributing factor in the dropout problem.

Of

the 160 respondents who gave information regarding parents'
economic status, 20 per cent indicated incomes of less than
$3,000 per year; 26.9 per cent reported incomes between
$3,000 and $5,400 annually; 11.9 per cent had incomes from
$5,401 to $6,600, and 10 per cent between $6,601 and $7,800.
Thus 68.8 per cent of respondents were from families whose
income was below that which may be considered necessary for
a family of five to make a good living in view of today's
high cost of living.
Nineteen, or 10.54 per cent, of the dropouts were
unemployed.

This is about twice the estimated general rate

of unemployment for the nation as a whole.

Twenty-one

respondents, or 11.65 per cent, were in military service?
16, or 8.87 per cent, were housewives; eight, or 4.43 per
cent, were students in other schools; and one, or .56 per
cent, was retired.

The remaining 63.9 per cent were found

to be working in 62 different kinds of jobs.

More respon

dents were doing secretarial work than any other type of
work.

Many of the jobs pursued by these dropouts are low

paying jobs.
Job satisfaction was expressed by 50 per cent of
the respondents, while 38.9 per cent expressed
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dissatisfaction with present jobs, and 11.1 per cent gave no
indication.

The training received in vocational-technical

school was felt to be helpful in present jobs by 30.6 per
cent of school leavers, while 58.3 per cent did not feel
the training was helpful, and 11.1 per cent gave no opinion
one way or the other.
The five most important conditions considered by
dropouts in deciding on present jobs, as expressed in
their own language, were:

(1) I like this work,

know a lot about this work,

(2) I

(3) This job is close to home,

(4) I can help other people, and (5) This job offers
security.

It must be noted that 16.7 per cent of the

respondents took present jobs because no other jobs were
available.
Several factors cited by school leavers as obstacles
in securing better jobs were:
(2)

Lack of experience,

(1) Lack of special training,

(3) Good jobs are scarce,

(4) Lack

of enough education, and (5) The desire to stay near home
town.
Advantages to be gained by completing training are
believed by dropouts to include:
— 53.3 per cent of respondents,

(1) more job opportunities
(2) make more money— 41.1

per cent, and (3) better chance for promotion— 23.3 per cent.
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However, 30.6 per cent did not believe that any of these
advantages would have been gained as a result of completion
of training.

Conclusions
The conclusions based on this study are as follows:
1.

Dropouts included males and females, married and

single pupils, students of all ages enrolled, and students
from all courses taught.

A majority of respondents quit

school during the first six months of training.
2.

Inadequate facilities and equipment, shortage of

personnel, insufficient course offerings and lack of extra
curricula activities due to lack of sufficient school finan
cing, both operating and capital outlay funds, were aggra
vating causes of dropout resulting in lack of school spirit
and pride, low prestige, and eventual loss of interest by
many students.

Rectifying the above conditions would im

prove the image of vocational-technical schools and encourage
students to remain in school longer.
3.

Three major causes of dropout were:

(1) low economic

status of many parents resulting in financial problems and
the need for employment by students,

(2) the desire for

employment by some students who felt sufficiently trained,
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and (3) lack of self-discipline by students, reflected in
excessive absences, lack of motivation, unsatisfactory
progress, and disciplinary problems.
4.

Marriage, or marital plans, forced some students

to leave school and get jobs to take care of added financial
responsibilities.
5.

Illness or physical disability of students or im

mediate family members was an important factor in the drop
out problem.
6.

The lack of personal interest in students and the

lack of effort in encouraging and assisting pupils to make
satisfactory progress on the part of some instructors were
contributing factors in the overall dropout problem.
7.

Lack of sufficient vocational training and guidance

in secondary schools to enable vocational-technical school
students to make wise course or career choices was a factor
in the dropout problem.
8.

The prior educational attainment of respondents

had no bearing on the dropout problem except as noted above.
A great majority of respondents

(86.2 per cent) had a minimum

of a high school education which is considered sufficient to
provide the educational foundation upon which to learn a
trade.
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9.

The intelligence or learning ability of dropouts

was not an important factor causing school leaving.
Average or above average learning ability was indicated on
tests of 85.3 per cent of dropouts.
10.

The low economic status of many parents was a

factor in dropout because it forced many poor students to
seek employment.

Arrangements whereby students could get

part-time jobs or financial aid would enable many students
to remain in school.
11.

No connection was found between the educational

attainment of parents and the dropout problem.

Some of the

parents of dropouts in this study had no formal education
while others had completed six years of college.
12.

Parental influence was not a cause of dropout.

To

the contrary, most parents encouraged continuation of train
ing.
13.

Dropouts had difficulty finding employment.

Their

rate of unemployment was twice as high as the estimated
general unemployment rate for the nation as whole.

And many

of those employed were in low paying jobs.
14.

Many dropouts expressed dissatisfaction with present

jobs indicating no other jobs were available due to their
limited qualifications.

A majority of respondents expressed
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the belief that completion of training would have resulted
in more job opportunities.

Recommendations
This is the first study made of the dropout problem
in Louisiana Vocational-Technical Schools.

It is not exten

sive enough to provide all the information necessary for
developing satisfactory solutions to the problem; however,
it is a start in the right direction.

Further study must

be initiated if a remedial program is to be formulated which
would be effective in keeping potential dropouts in school.
Careful analyzation of the data presented in this
study supports the following recommendations:
1.

The recent statewide campaign to secure sufficient

financial support for vocational-technical schools should
be continued and intensified until satisfactory results are
obtained.

Adequate facilities, equipment and staff are of

paramount importance in enhancing the holding power of these
schools.
2.

The public relations efforts of vocational-technical

school administrators and other personnel must be increased.
The public must be made aware of the importance of vocationaltechnical training in this modern technological world.

No
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means should be overlooked in bringing to the attention of
the public the important role that these schools are per
forming in training people to earn a living.

The public

image of vocational-technical education must be improved.
3.

Vocational-technical school personnel should study

methods of identifying potential dropouts and set up programs
within each school to encourage and assist these students in
remaining in school.

The guidance counselors should play a

leading role in this program.

Counselors also need to take

a more active part in guiding and assisting students with
their problems.
4.

A statewide program should be initiated to provide

work-study programs similar to the "cooperative programs"
in high school whereby students go to school half-time and
work half-time.

School directors should work with community

leaders in securing more part-time work for students.
Likewise, maximum advantage should be taken of federal funds
provided for student jobs.
5.

The school administration should make available

to students information regarding loans from governmental
and other agencies, and assist students in filling out
necessary forms for such loans.
from industry should be promoted.

Scholarships and grants
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6.

Each local school administration should ascertain

that all instructors are competent and have sufficient
training in teaching methods.

Unqualified or incompetent

instructors should not be retained.

Closer supervision of

instruction is needed to maintain student motivation and
progress.
7.

A qualified person should be employed in the Trade

and Industrial Section of the Louisiana State Department of
Education to promote and direct extra curricula educational
activities among students from all vocational-technical
schools.

At least one staff member from each school should

be appointed as local leader to work with the state coordina
tor of extra curricular student activities.

Such a program

would stimulate interest, pride and greater effort by
students in school work.
8.

Vocational-technical school officials and personnel

should take the lead in bringing about greater cooperation
between secondary schools, vocational-technical schools and
colleges for the benefit of students.

Such cooperation

should be directed towards the development of coordinated
sequential curricula for vocational subjects which would
allow students to transfer between high school, vocationaltechnical school and college without having to repeat units
of study already completed.
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9.

Use of the words "trade” and "institute" in the

names of the schools should be discontinued as these words
are not prestigious.
10.

Vocational training and guidance should be given a

greater role in secondary schools to better prepare students
to make wise career choices.
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APPENDIX A

VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL SCHOOLS CONTRIBUTING TO THIS STUDY

1.

Alexandria Trade School, Alexandria, Louisiana.
W. Gaspard, Director.

Mr. J.

2.

Baton Rouge Vocational-Technical School, Baton Rouge,
Louisiana.
Mr. William D. Garrett, Director.

3.

Jefferson Parish Vocational-Technical School, Metairie,
Louisiana.
Mr. Ralph W. Bentley, Jr., Director.

4.

Ouachita Valley Technical Institute, West Monroe,
Louisiana.
Mr. J. S. Clark, Director.

5.

Shreveport-Bossier Vocational-Technical Center,
Shreveport, Louisiana.
Mr. Alva C. Rast, Jr.,
Director.

6.

Southwest Louisiana Vocational-Technical School,
Crowley, Louisiana.
Mr. John G. Lambousy, Director.

7.

Sowela Technical Institute, Lake Charles, Louisiana.
Mr. P. 0. White, Director.

8.

Sullivan Vocational-Technical Institute, Bogalusa,
Louisiana.
Mr. Paul A. Bourgeois, Director.
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T. H. Harris Vocational-Technical School, Opelousas,
Louisiana. Mr. Isaac T. Staff, Director.
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APPENDIX B

September 13, 1971

Mr. Whitney A. Langlois, Director
Trade and Industrial Education
State Department of Education
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Dear Mr. Langlois,
You will recall my recent visit to your office in which we
discussed my planned study of dropouts in Louisiana Voca
tional-Technical Schools.
Your interest in this study and
promise of cooperation is greatly appreciated.
As I advised during our discussion, nine vocationaltechnical schools have been selected for this study.
Be
cause these nine schools cover all geographical, cultural
and economic areas of our state, it is felt that they are
representative of the total statewide vocational-technical
school program.
The schools selected for this study include:
Alexandria
Trade School, Baton Rouge Vocational-Technical School,
Jefferson Parish Vocational-Technical School, Ouachita Valley
Technical Institute, Shreveport-Bossier Vocational-Techni
cal Center, Southwest Louisiana Vocational-Technical School,
Sowela Technical Institute, and Sullivan Vocational-Technical
Institute.
Please advise the directors of these schools of this study
and request their cooperation.
I shall be contacting them
in the near future.
Again, thank you for your interest and assistance.
T #

*

i

*t

-

A.< J. Afcsnire
Graduate Assistant

APPENDIX C

October 27, 1971

Mr. P. A. Bourgeois, Director
Sullivan Vocational-Technical Institute
P. O. Box 1028
Bogalusa, Louisiana 70427
Dear Mr. Bourgeois,
You were recently advised by Mr. Langlois of a study I am
making regarding student dropouts in Louisiana VocationalTechnical Schools.
The purpose of this letter is to re
quest your help, and to apprise you of the specific
information which I need.
A large portion of the data used in my study will come
from questionnaires completed by dropouts from each of the
participating schools.
A copy of this questionnaire is
enclosed for your information.
For this part of my study
I need the names, addresses, telephone numbers, courses
or trades scheduled, quality of attendance, causes for
dropping out shown on school records, and AGCT scores of
fifty full-time students selected at random from your
records of dropouts during the 1969-70 school year.
For the purpose of this study, as dropout is a student who
leaves school before learning sufficient skills to enable
him (or her) to get a job in his trade.
In selecting the
fifty dropouts, please select a few at random from each of
the trades taught at your school.
Please rate their atten
dance as very good, good, average, or poor.
Regarding the
AGCT scores, I would like to have the raw scores and per
centile scores but without the dropouts' names appearing.
Please forward this information to me at your earliest con
venience.
I appreciate your help and look forward to visit
ing with you in the near future.
Sincerely yours,
('

■

<

■ ■ '- *

* " .............

J. Abshire
Graduate Assistant
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APPENDIX D

November 8, 1971

Mr. Ralph W. Bentley, Jr., Director
Jefferson Parish Voc-Tech School
925 Labarre Road
Metairie, Louisiana 70001
Dear Mr. Bentley:
I have received the information requested from
your school for use in my study of the dropout problem
in Louisiana Vocational-Technical Schools.
I appreciate
the prompt and efficient manner in which this information
was provided to me.
Please extend my appreciation to
members of your staff who assisted.
Again, thank you for your cooperation and
assistance.
Sincerely yours

J. Abshire
Graduate Assistant
AJA:mkm
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APPENDIX E

LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
and Agricultural and Mechanical College
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803
College of Agriculture
School of Vocational Education

I am enrolled in Graduate School at Louisiana State
University and am conducting a study entitled "A Study of
Student Dropout in Louisiana Vocational-Technical Schools."
The purpose of this study is to determine why students drop
out of vocational school so that this information will be
available to educators for use in improving school programs
that would reduce the number of students dropping out of
vocational schools.
The names of students who dropped out of Louisiana
Vocational-Technical Schools during the 1969-70 school year
were given to me by the Director of each school for use in
this study.
I am asking your help in gathering the informa
tion that will make this study possible.
Please complete
the enclosed questionnaire frankly and honestly.
You will note that your name does not appear on the
questionnaire.
Precautions have been taken to make sure
your replies are kept confidential.
There are no right or
wrong answers.
I am only interested in your ideas, opinions,
and beliefs which will be helpful in my study.
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Page Two
I need and value your help in this educational
study.
Please answer all questions and return the answered
questionnaire to me in the enclosed, stamped, self-addressed
envelope within ten days.
Thank you in advance for your assistance and co
operation in this study.
Sincerely yours,

s/sj-'•{'t y
Allison J. Abshire
AJA:ada
Enclosures

^
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LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
and Agricultural and Mechanical College
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70 803
College of Agriculture
School of Vocational Education

About two weeks ago I wrote to you requesting your
help in a study I am making of Louisiana VocationalTechnical Schools.
To date I have not heard from you.
I am again appealing to you for your help which
requires only a few minutes of your time.
Your ideas and
opinions are needed if my study is to be successful.
Please complete the enclosed questionnaire and
return it to me as soon as you can. A stamped selfaddressed envelope is enclosed for your convenience in
returning the questionnaire.
I need and value your help in this educational
study.
Your assistance and cooperation will be deeply
appreciated.
Sincerely yours

A. J. Abshire
Graduate Assistant
AJA;mkm
Enclosures
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Please answer as many questions as possible.
will be kept confidential.

Information

1.

I was_
years old when I dropped out of vocationaltechnical school.
I was__________ (married or single) at
the time.

2.

I attended vocational school for approximately______
months.

3.

I was studying

4.

My specific reason for leaving vocational school was

5.

My education besides vocational school consisted of:
(Circle grade completed).
0
1
2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12
grade completed in school
1
2
3 4
5 6
years in college
Other education

____________ (name of course).

(specify)________________________________

6.

My attendance while in vocational school was:
1. Very good
2. Good
3. Average
4. Poor

(Check one)

7.

The following persons influenced me the most in making my
decision to quit vocational school:
(Check only one)
7. Friends
1 . School director
8. Others
2. School counselor
9. No one
3. School instructor
4. Parents or guardians
5. Girlfriend (or boyfriend)
6. Relatives
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8.

My reasons for leaving vocational school were as follows:
(Check as many as you feel apply in your case).
1.
I did not feel as though I were part of the school
2.
I found the training too difficult
3. My progress was too slow
4.
I did not get along with my instructors
5. My parents or guardians wanted me to do something
else
My
parents or guardians could no longer give me
6.
financial help
I had to go to work to help support my family
7.
8.
I was planning on getting married or I got married
9.
I did not like the trade I was learning
I was more interested in getting a job and
___ 10.
earning money for myself
I was no longer physically able to attend school
11.
(poor health)
12.
I did not need vocational school training for the
work I expected to do.
___13.
I can earn as much money without completing the
vocational school course
14.
I did not feel that I was learning anything
15. List others

9.

Some of the things that may have encouraged me to remain
in vocational school longer are as follows: (Check all
that apply)
1 . Smaller classes
2 . More personal attention and assistance by the
instructors
3. More guidance, counselling and encouragement from
school personnel
4. Being able to go to school part-time and work
part-time
5 . More assistance on "how to study and make effici
ent use of time"
6 . More opportunity to be a leader within the school
7. Better facilities at school — such as dining,
lounging and study areas
8. More and better equipment in the shop and class
room
9. More use of modern teaching aids by instructors
10.

Make the courses more practical with less theory
and less studying
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.

Better educated and trained instructors
If the school had more prestige
If there were more school spirit among the
students
If the training were more interesting
Extracurricular activities — such as sports,
recreation, social functions, leadership
activities, youth club, etc.
Other suggestions which might have encouraged me
to stay in school longer are___________________

10.

My present job or occupation is:
(Please be specific,
such as clerk in a store, plumber's helper, housewife,
e t c .)........... ......... ...............................

11.

The training I received in vocational school is helping
me in this job.
__1. Yes
2.
No

12.

I like the job that I have and hope to stay with it.
(Check one)
1. Yes
2. No

13.

My reasons for doing the kind of work that I am now doing
are:
(Check as many as are applicable)
1. This is important work
2.
It pays a high salary
3. Other people will look up to me
4.
It matches my abilities
■ 5.
I like this work
6.
I know a lot about it
7.
It offers security
8.
I can be my own boss
9. My parents want me to do this
10.
It is exciting work
I can help other people
11.
12.
It is close to home
13.
It is the only job I can get
14. Other (Specify)
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14.

The reasons that may keep me from getting another job
that I would like better are:
(Check as many as are
applicable)
1. Lack of enough education
2. Lack of special training
3.
Lack of experience
4. Physical disability
5.
I want to stay near my home town
6. Not smart enough
X have no political pull
7.
I have no friends or relatives that can help me
8.
9. Too many people looking for work
___10.
I don't have or cannot borrow enough money to
get started in business
Good
jobs are scarce
11.
___ 12.
I don't know enough about what jobs are avail
able

15.

My parents' or guardians' education consists of:
grade each completed)
Father or male guardian's education
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
grade completed in school

Mother or female guardian's education
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
grade completed in school

(Circle

1 2 3 4 5 6
years in
college

1 2 3 4 5 6
years in
college

16.

My parents or guardians:
(Check one)
1 . Encouraged me to stay in school
___ 2. Encouraged me to drop out of school
3. Did neither of the above

17.

While I was attending school the income of my parents or
guardians was:
(Check one)
1. Less than $250 per month
2. Between $251
and $350 per month
3. Between $351
and $450 per month
4. Between $451
and $550 per month
5. Between $551
and $650 per month
6. Above $650 per month
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18.

I believe that had I completed my training I would now:
(Check as many as apply)
1. Have more job opportunities
■2 . Make more money
___ 3. Have a better chance for promotion
4. None of the above

19.

Did you receive education or training in elementary or
high school about occupations or trades that helped you
to wisely choose a trade upon entering vocationaltechnical school?
1. Yes
2. No
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APPENDIX F

December 15, 1971

Mr. Alva C. Rast, Jr., Director
Shreveport-Bossier Voc-Tech. Center
2010 North Market Street
Shreveport, Louisiana 71107
Dear Mr. Rast:
My study of the dropout problem in VocationalTechnical schools is progressing satisfactorily.
The co
operation I have received from all concerned has been most
gratifying.
Enclosed is a "Questionnaire For Directors." Please
complete this questionnaire and return same to me in the
stamped, self-addressed envelope enclosed for your con
venience.
Additional comments are welcome and may be
written on the questionnaire.
Thank you for your help and I hope to see you soon.
Sincerely,
' /)

*

/

A. J. Abshire
Graduate Assistant
AJA.-mkm
Enclosure
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DIRECTORS

1.

Check as many of the following as you feel may be causes
of students dropping out of vocational-technical school.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

2.

Low mental ability
Low academic ability
Physical disability
Lack of motivation
Behavioral difficulty
Poor relationship with other
Poor relationship with school
Parental influence
Needed at home
Economic reasons
Employment
Marriage
Pregnancy
Military service
To return to high school
Move away from the community
To go to college
To go to other school
Other reasons (please list)

Check as many of the following as you feel would encourage
potential dropouts to remain in school longer.
1.
2.
3.
4.
_5.
6.
7.

Smaller classes
More individual attention to students by instruc
tors and other school personnel
More guidance, counselling and encouragement by
school personnel
More student activities sponsored by the school
such as sports and other recreational activities
Going to school part-time and working part-time
More assistance on "how to study and make effici
ent use of time"
More opportunity to be a leader within the
school
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__8.
__9.
10.
11.
12.

3.

Do you feel that this school is adequately financied to
provide the modern up-to-date facilities, equipment and
services needed to maintain motivation in potential
dropouts?
1.
2.

4.

More and better teaching aids
Improved curricula
More and better facilities — such as lounges,
dining, and study areas
More and better equipment in shops, classrooms,
etc.
Others (please specify)__________________________

Yes
No

Do you have a program in your school to help identify
potential dropouts and give them closer attention:
1.
2.

Yes
No
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APPENDIX G

December 16, 1971

Nr. Rex H. Smelser
Sowela Technical School
501 Broad Street
Lake Charles, Louisiana 70601
Dear Mr. Smelser:
You will recall our telephone conversation in which I
advised that I was making a study of student dropouts in
Louisiana Vocational-Technical Schools.
I would like to quote the views of several educators in
my dissertation.
Since you have been closely associated
with these schools for many years, I would like to have
your views regarding the following three questions;
1.
2.
3.

What is the extent of school dropout in Louisiana
Vocational-Technical Schools?
What are the causes of student dropout?
What should be done to reduce the number of drop
out?

For the purpose of this study we define a dropout as a
student who leaves vocational-technical school before
learning enough to get a job in his field of study.
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Page Two
Please send me this information within ten days.
It
doesn't need to be typed.
A stamped self-addressed envelope
is enclosed for your convenience.
Thank you for your assistance and cooperation.
Respectfully,

A. J. Abshire
Graduate Assistant
AJAsmkm
Enclosure
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APPENDIX H

January 11, 1972

Mr. J. S. Clark, Director
Ouachita Valley Technical Institute
P. O. Box 546
West Monroe, Louisiana 71291
Dear Mr. Clark:
Thank you for the many courtesies extended to me during
my recent visit to your school.
I enjoyed visiting with
you and your staff and learning more about your fine educa
tional program.
I was favorably impressed with the dedication and spirit
of teamwork exhibited by your staff in their combined ef
forts to assist students in "learning to earn a living."
Such an effective group is always a result of good leader
ship.
I extend my compliments for the fine job being done
at your school.
Again, thank you for your cooperation and assistance.
Yours sincerely

Ac. J. Abshire
Graduate Assistant
AJAimkm

VITA

Allison J. Abshire was b o m in 1921, and grew up on
a farm near Indian Bayou, Louisiana where he graduated from
the local high school in 1939.

In 1940, he attended an

automobile mechanic school.
He enrolled at the University of Southwestern
Louisiana in the College of Agriculture in 1941.

This edu

cation was interrupted for a tour of duty with the Navy
during World War II.

He returned to complete his studies

for a B. S. Degree in 1947, with majors in General Agri
culture, Animal Husbandry and Vocational Agricultural
Education.
He worked for the Acadia Parish School Board from
1948 to 1956, first as an Instructor in the Veterans-OnThe-Farm Training Program and then as Vocational Agriculture
teacher at Egan High School.

During this time he completed

studies at Louisiana State University

(1953) for a M. S.

Degree with a major in Agricultural Extension Education and
a minor in Poultry Industry.
From 1956 to 1963, he worked for the Farm Bureau
Federation in their insurance program, serving first as Area
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Claims Representative and later as Claims Supervisor for
Louisiana.
From 1963 through 1967, he worked for Texas A. & M.
University in an overseas agricultural school development
project in Tunisia, North Africa.

He served first as

Extension Advisor, then as Agricultural Educationist and as
Chief of Party.
In 196 8, he returned to work for the Acadia Parish
School Board.

He served as Vocational Agriculture teacher

at Armstrong High School for two years, then transferred to
Crowley High School to open a new agriculture department.
He is presently on leave from this position to complete
his studies leading to the Ph.D. Degree.
He is married to the former Elaine Guidry of Crowley,
Louisiana and they have three children— Gail, Alan and
Mary Ann.
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